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MASTERING COMPLEX TEXT

$35.95
Each

Using Multiple Reading Resources

●●

Equip your students with the skills they need to synthesise information from a variety of different text types. Each
unit in Mastering Complex Text Using Multiple Sources presents up to four related sources on a range of topics, from
national monuments and wild weather to everyday scenarios such as preparing for a party or choosing a family pet.
The accompanying activities promote higher-order thinking skills through close reading of the provided sources.
Each unit in this innovative series is designed to help students to:
• draw information from multiple sources on the same topic
• locate information that fits specific criteria
• practise recognising implied meaning within a text and making
inferences
• understand author motivation, and assess the reliability of a
given text

• become familiar with different forms of written communication,
including diary entries, emails, sales receipts and online
restaurant reviews
• integrate information from two or more texts in order to write
knowledgeably about a subject.

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

TCR4735

TCR4742

TCR4759

TCR4766

TCR4773

Close Reading with Text Dependent Questions
Text-dependent questions are ideal for driving instruction in the classroom, as they ask students what
the text says, how it works and what it means. Provide students with the skills they need to thoughtfully
and critically analyse text with the Close Reading Using Text-Dependent Questions series. Each book
in the series includes 22 short, complex, high-interest reading passages that students are guided to
read, summarise, reread, annotate and discuss. Text-dependent questions prompt students to examine
the passage’s meaning, purpose, vocabulary and structure, and to use textual evidence to support
their conclusions. The final two units in each book include peer-led tasks in which group members are
assigned roles and work together to analyse the texts.

$35.95
Each
●

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

TCR4520

TCR4537

TCR4544

TCR4551

TCR4568
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CLOSE READING PRACTICE
Passages and Graphic Organizers for Everyday Practices
Teach students how to deeply analyze fiction and nonfiction text with 26 reading passages
and 19 graphic organizers. An introduction details the steps of close reading, outlining how
to focus instruction to teach how to do a deep-dive into a text with multiple reads and use
graphic organizers to guide their thinking. Question stems aligned to the standards help
you form thought-provoking text-dependent questions for student responses.

●

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

TCR7644

TCR7651

TCR7668

TCR7675

TCR7682

Comprehending Text

$35.95
Each

Using Literal, Inferential & Applied Questioning

●●

Each book in the Comprehending Text Using Literal, Inferential and Applied
Questioning series features twenty texts from a variety of genres to support close
reading and comprehension in the classroom. Each passage is followed by three levels
of questioning (literal, inferential and applied) to determine and improve both the
reader’s comprehension of the material, and their critical-thinking skills. The activities
are designed to teach students to examine meaning thoroughly and analytically.

2

$21.95
EACH

Years 1

TCR4575

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Years 7-8

TCR4582

TCR4599

TCR4605

TCR4612

TCR4629

TCR4636
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LET’S GET THIS DAY STARTED READING
Start your day off right with quick, high-interest, reading passages that provide students with purposeful
and accessible fluency and reading-comprehension practice. Designed to be flexible enough for daily or
weekly use, choose from 85 fiction and nonfiction reading passages organized into 17 themed units. Each
reading passage includes multiple-choice questions that challenge students to exercise a variety of reading
skills and strategies. Each themed unit culminates with a writing activity that requires students to revisit and
integrate information from the various texts in the unit. The passages and activities can be used to enhance
student’s reading proficiency throughout the school year.
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

$24.95
EACH

TCR7743
●

TCR7750

TCR7767

CATCHING READERS BEFORE THEY FALL:
Supporting Readers Who Struggle, F–4

TCR7774
●●

Pat Johnson, Katie Keier • 9781760017989

TCR7781

TCR7798

DEEPER READING: Comprehending
Challenging Texts, 4–12
Kelly Gallagher • 9781760018047

Every teacher of reading plays a vital role in helping
to catch those readers for whom learning to read does
not come easily. If you have ever been at a loss for
what to say and do when confronted with a child who
struggles – this book is for you. Through examples
from both adults and children, the authors explain and
describe the complex integrated network of strategies that goes on in the
minds of proficient readers – strategies that struggling readers have to
learn in order to construct their own reading processes.

Building on twenty years of teaching English, Kelly
Gallagher, author of Reading Reasons, shows how
students can be taught to successfully read a broad
range of challenging and difficult texts with deeper
levels of comprehension. Kelly also provides guidance
on effective lesson planning that incorporates strategies
for deeper reading. Funny, poignant and packed with practical ideas that
work in real classrooms, this book is a valuable resource for any teacher
whose students need new tools to uncover the riches found in complex texts.

SHP7989 • $29.95

SHP8047 • $34.95

●

●

WHAT EVERY PRIMARY TEACHER NEEDS
TO KNOW ABOUT READING TESTS

Charles Fuhrken • 9781760016784

Charles Fuhrken • 9781760016777

In this book the author takes the mystery out of
reading tests, explaining how reading tests are created,
how standards are interpreted and assessed, and
how students can apply their knowledge of reading
to standardised tests. This book sets the record
straight about the myths and realities of tests and
offers extensive, practical strategies that help students
perform well on test day. This ready-to-use, easy-to-understand resource
provides a wealth of information about reading tests, including high-quality
preparation materials, samples of the most frequently assessed types of
reading standards and more than thirty engaging core-reading activities.

SHP6777 • $39.95
●●

EXPLODING THE READING

WHAT EVERY SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHER
NEEDS TO KNOW ABOUT READING TESTS

Offering extensive, practical strategies to help students
perform well on tests. This ready-to-use, easy-tounderstand resource provides a wealth of information
about reading tests, including high-quality preparation
materials, samples of the most frequently assessed
types of reading standards and engaging core-reading
activities. This book provides a wealth of resources that can be incorporated
into a teacher’s everyday reading work, including vocabulary development,
literary techniques, interpretation, comprehension and more.

SHP6784 • $39.95
●●

QUICK FLIP GUIDE TO CLOSE READING & TEXTDEPENDENT QUESTIONS
Beth Anne Burke • 9781760567811

This book encourages teachers to incorporate a variety
of response modes to expand student meaning-making.
The book explores how to ‘dip deep’ inside the story. It
demonstrates that when students share their personal
interpretations with others, they alter, grow, reframe
and extend their understanding of the text. Showing
teachers how to help students discover the world
outside the text as well: the origins, the connections, the
places, the values and the different perceptions readers have.

The Common Core Standards emphasize that in order
for students to be college and career ready, they must
be able to deeply comprehend and analyze texts. Close
reading and text-dependent questions provide a way
for teachers to help meet these requirements. This
handy guide includes an introduction to close reading, a
guide to choosing appropriate texts, steps in the learning process, tips for
scaffolding and a close reading planning template with a sample text. Also
includes tips for creating and responding to text-dependent questions, as
well as text-dependent question stems tied to specific CCSS standards.

PBP6296 • $34.95

TCR7811• $21.95

David Booth • 9781760016296
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●●

IGNITING A PASSION FOR READING
This book shows teachers how to develop readers who are
not only motivated to read great books, but also love reading
in its own right. Packed with practical ways to engage and
inspire readers from primary to secondary school, this book
is a “must have” on every teacher’s professional book shelf.
Dr Read, offers teachers everywhere a plan for engaging
even the most reluctant reader.

●

● Primary
● Secondary

IN DEFENCE OF READ-ALOUD
Steven Layne • 9781760018115

SHP8108 • $32.95

This book offers practical insights to strengthen
practice and provides practical advice about how
to use read-alouds effectively. Leading researchers
in literacy provide position statements; authors of
professional books share insights on books they love;
leaders of large literacy organisations write about their
favourite read-alouds; award-winning authors share
the powerful behind-the-scenes stories of their greatest books.

●

SHP8115 • $32.95

HOW TO TEACH READING WHEN YOU’RE NOT
A READING TEACHER, Revised Edition

●

Dr Sharon Faber • 9781760562502

Today’s middle years teachers realise that, regardless of
what subjects they teach, they must adopt the attitude that
any child with a reading disability becomes one thing: their
responsibility. Using current research on learning styles and
best practices, this book will help any teacher: Choose and
use thinking and reading strategies that will enable students to comprehend
the content, as well as the individual words

INA2502 • $24.95
●●

Julia Simms, Robert Marzano • 9781760568689

This book explores how teachers can apply The New
Art and Science of Teaching framework to teaching
reading. This comprehensive book offers over one
hundred detailed strategies for and examples of
implementation. Throughout the book, the authors
address the following design areas within three
categories of teaching: (1) feedback, (2) content and (3)
context. Each chapter includes self-rating scales teachers can use to assess
their performance and determine areas of strength and improvement.

ADVANCED READING INSTRUCTION IN
THE MIDDLE YEARS: A Novel Approach

SOT8689 • $45.95

Janice Robbins • 9781760018870

●

If you want to challenge your advanced students and offer
them some new ways of thinking while improving reading
comprehension, or you want book recommendations for
not-yet-so-mature students who are able to read at an
adult level, this is the book for you. For multiple novel
genres including realistic fiction, historical fiction, science
fiction, fantasy, mystery and graphic novels.

PRU8870 • $42.95
●●

200+ PROVEN STRATEGIES FOR TEACHING
READING, GRADES K–8

This easy-to-use reference guide provides K–8 teachers
with practical strategies to motivate all students to
develop their reading abilities across year levels and
content areas. With instructional practices that can be
adapted for a wide range of academic interventions,
teachers will be able to help students who are struggling with reading to
make great strides in literacy achievement.

SOT2687 • $41.25

GUIDING READERS: Making the Most of the
18-minute Guided Reading Lesson

Built around a framework of four intentions - alignment,
balance, sustainability and joy - Reading Wellness offers
teachers a series of lessons that help children read
closely and carefully while still honouring their interests,
passions and agency as readers. The lessons here, which
have been field-tested in Years 1-5, are interconnected
and empower classroom communities, are filled with
anecdotes and insights, and are practical sustainable and frequently joyful.

SHP4100 • $35.95
●●

PBP7613 • $29.95
●●

THE FLUENCY FACTOR: Authentic Instruction
and Assessment for Reading Success in the
Common Core Classroom
Franki Sibberson, Karen Szymusiak • 9781760018924

This resource provides teachers with approaches to
fluency instruction that are effective, engaging and easy
to implement. The authors begin definition of reading
fluency, why fluency has fallen out of favour in recent
years and evidence of its importance to literacy instruction. A unique
feature of the book is the participation sections which challenge the
reader to engage in issues related to fluency and then compare their
views to those of the authors.

TCP8924 • $39.95

THE FIVES STRATEGY FOR READING
COMPREHENSION
Mary Shea, Nancy Roberts • 9781760564490

To reach full comprehension of content and meet
curriculum expectations, learners need to go far
beyond just reading the words. They must deepen their
understanding by asking questions about information,
phenomena or ideas they encounter. They need strong
reading, writing, language and literacy skills, but
they also have to be able to listen, view and visually
represent complex concepts about authentic texts and real-world issues.

LSM4490 • $35.95
●

Lori Jamison Rog • 9781760017613

This book includes sequential practical lessons routines
for emergent, early, developing and fluent readers,
as well as for struggling readers in the upper year
levels. The book also offers suggestions for selecting
appropriate texts for readers at each stage, along
with tips for setting learning goals and a wide range of lesson routines
for reaching them. New and experienced teachers will find a wealth
of reproducibles along with tips and teaching tools that support the
18-minute guided reading lesson.

READING WELLNESS
Jan Miller Burkins, Kim Yaris • 9781760564100

Kathy Perez • 9781760562687

●

THE NEW ART AND SCIENCE OF
TEACHING READING

GROWING READERS: Units of Study in the
Primary Classroom
Kathy Collins • 9781760018078

In Growing Readers, Kathy Collins describes the
structure of the independent reading workshop and
other components of a balanced literacy program
that work together to ensure young students grow
into strong, well-rounded readers. Kathy outlines a
sequence of possible units of study for a yearlong
curriculum. Chapters are devoted to the individual
units of study and include a sample curriculum as well as examples of
mini-lessons and reading conferences.

SHP8078 • $36.95
●●

A CLOSE LOOK AT CLOSE READING:
Teaching Students to Analyze Complex
Texts, Years K–5, Years 6–12
Moss, Johnson, C Grant, Lapp

This series explains how to teach students to
be close readers, how to make close reading
a habit of practice and why doing so will build
content knowledge. Equipping students with
the tools and process of close reading sets them
on the road to becoming analytical and critical
thinkers – and empowered and independent
learners. In this comprehensive resource, you’ll
find everything they need to start their journey.

114008 • $36.95 (Years K–5)

4
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LITERATURE CIRCLES, 2ND ED

●●

Harvey Daniels • 9781760016067

Revised and expanded guide drawing on 10 years of
classroom experiments and innovative models from
teachers, this book offers abundant new strategies,
structures, tools and stories that show how to launch and
guide literature circles effectively. A wealth of practical
and concrete suggestions for every aspect of book club
management, proven solutions for predictable problems
and heaps of adaptable classroom materials for both teacher and student use.

SHP6067 • $39.95

eSHP6067• $25.00 (eBook)

● Primary
● Secondary

TECHNOLOGY, READING & DIGITAL LITERACY:
Strategies to Engage the Reluctant Reader
Robert Furman • 9781760015435

Reading is fundamental to learning. Technology, this
book offers new strategies to inspire and motivate students
- even the most reluctant readers. Giving educators new
tactics to help students discover the joys of reading,
improve writing and storytelling skills, and expand the
use of technology for learning. Showing teachers how to connect traditional
teaching strategies with engaging online tools and resources designed to
inspire a love of literature in new and reluctant readers.

IST5435 • $27.95
●

INDEPENDENT READING INSIDE THE BOX, 2ND ED
Lisa Donohue • 9781760017620

In this second edition book Lisa Donohue shares what she has
learned from the many teachers who have used her simple
approach to reading response. Lisa describes how teachers can
do even more to strengthen student comprehension, language
and thinking skills. Full of new ways to monitor, assess and
support students as they are actively engaged in their reading,
the book remains committed to the premise that independentreading time is purposeful and directly connected to classroom instruction.

PBP7620 • $29.95
●

STILL LEARNING TO READ: Teaching
Students in Years 3–6
Franki Sibberson, Karen Szymusiak • 9781742399195

This book gives guidance on how to devote more time
to reading instruction without neglecting the content
demands of the curriculum. Because they work daily
with students, the authors share a teacher’s perspective
on building reading instruction into the packed school
day and matching instruction and texts to the specific
needs of older readers. Inlcudes sample lessons, descriptions of classroom
routines and stories taken from the heart of the authors’ reading workshops.

SHP9195 • $32.95
●●

STRUGGLING READERS: Why Band-Aids Don’t
Stick and Worksheets Don’t Work
Lori Jamison Rog • 9781760016371

The practical, classroom-tested reading instruction
strategies in this book are carefully chosen to be effective
with students in Years 3–9. More than band-aid solutions
that focus on discrete skills that don’t transfer to real
reading, the strategies in this insightful book show teachers
how to give struggling readers what they really need the
opportunity to read texts they can and want to read; explicit instruction in longterm strategies they can use on their own; confidence in themselves as readers,
writers and thinkers.

PBP6371 • $34.95
●

40 READING INTERVENTION STRATEGIES
FOR PREP–6 STUDENTS
Elaine McEwan-Adkins • 9781742394749

Struggling students need more time and guided practice
to help them become confident readers. The interventions
in this book are designed for educators to use with
individuals or small groups of students who simply cannot
keep up with the pace of instruction. Providing ways to
teach more vocabulary in less time, resulting in greater
understanding and retention; more than thirty sample lessons; strategies for
thinking aloud; year-level notations to determine which strategies work best;
and a table of contents to help find strategies by subject.

SOT4749 • $49.95
●●

USING TECHNOLOGY TO ENHANCE
READING: Innovative Approaches to Literacy
Instruction
William Bende, Laura Waller • 9781760561925

●

READING POWER: Teaching Students to Think
While They Read (Revised Edition)
Adrienne Gear • 9781760019969

Ten years ago, Reading Power was launched in a primary
school in Vancouver. Since then, it has evolved into a
recognised approach to comprehension instruction and
has been implemented across Canada, the US, the UK,
Sweden and China. This ground-breaking approach
showed teachers how to make thinking more visible to their students
through explicit instruction of five comprehension strategies: connect,
visualise, question, infer and transform.

PBP9969 • $29.95
●●

TEACHING READING IN THE CONTENT
AREAS: If Not Me, Then Who?, 3rd Ed
Dana Frazee, Vicki Urquhart • 9781743306536

This book draws from new research on the impact of
new technologies, the population boom of English
language learners and the influence of government
standards on student performance, and uses this
information to promote better reading strategies and
practices in students. This book also includes 40
strategies designed to help students in every year level and across the
content areas develop their vocabularies, comprehend informational and
narrative texts, and engage in meaningful discussions of what they read.

112024 • $37.95
●●

YELLOW BRICK ROADS: Shared and Guided
Paths to Independent Reading 4–12
Janet Allen • 9781760016432

This book offers research-based methods for helping
teachers move towards these goals. This book provides
research, practical methods, detailed strategies
and resources for read-aloud, shared, guided and
independent reading. The appendices include graphic
organisers to support strategy lessons, suggestions of
titles for building classroom libraries, as well as websites and professional
resources that support the teaching of reading.

SHP6432 • $39.95
●●

RTI & DIFFERENTIATED READING IN THE
P–8 CLASSROOM
William Bende, Laura Waller • 9781742391854

Three dramatic innovations are now changing the face
of reading instruction – response to intervention (RTI),
differentiated instruction and technology. Each is critical
to 21st century education. This book spells out how to
restructure the early primary classroom using these three
innovations. The very nature of literacy is evolving. Students
in the new century will need not just skill in reading, but the ability to navigate
computer-based technologies for writing, communications and networking.

SOT1854 • $32.95
●●

TURNING THE PAGE ON COMPLEX TEXTS:
Differentiated Scaffolds for Close Reading
Instruction

Enhance students’ reading abilities with technology.
Discover how technological resources can improve the
effectiveness and breadth of reading instruction to build
student knowledge. Read real-world accounts from
literacy experts and learn how their methods can be
adapted for your classroom. Explore how to foster improvement in student
learning using a variety of tools, including interactive whiteboards, tablets and
social media applications.

Ensure all learners become successful close readers. In
this powerful resource, the authors examine how to select
appropriate complex texts and design instruction to meet
the needs of every student. Explore year level specific
classroom scenarios that illustrate how to scaffold lessons to foster close reading
and deepen comprehension at all stages of F–12 education.

SOT1925 • $52.95

SOT1499 • $48.40

Diane Lapp, Barbara Moss, Maria Grant, Kelly Johnson •
9781760561499
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●

LITERACY UNLEASHED: Fostering Excellent
Reading Instruction Through Classroom Visits

BEYOND LEVELLED BOOKS, SECOND
EDITION: Years F–5
Sibberson, Szymusiak, Koch • 9781760017842

Bonnie D Houck, Sandi Novak • 9781760560775

The authors explain why ensuring high-quality reading
instruction is one of school leaders’ most important
jobs and introduce their Literary Classroom Visit
Model. Meticulously researched and refined through
years of application in the field, the LCV Model
enables administrators to evaluate and improve
literacy instruction in their school or region.

116042 • $39.95
●

The authors provide even more resources to help
teachers understand and meet the needs of transitional
readers. Revised and enlarged, with charts outlining
new series along with the challenges they pose and
the supports readers need. New lessons have been
added and most chapters now include a related
article from a literacy expert. Packed with examples
of classroom instruction, sample mini-lessons, strategies for small-group
instruction, assessment techniques and student work.

SHP7842 • $35.95

DO I REALLY HAVE TO TEACH READING?

●●

Cris Tovani • 9781760015213

This is the question many teachers of adolescents
are asking, wondering how they can possibly add a
new element to an already overloaded curriculum.
And most are finding that the answer is yes. If they
want their students to learn complex new concepts
in different disciplines, they often have to help their
students become better readers. Building on the
experiences gained in her own English classroom
as well as those of colleagues in different disciplines, Cris Tovani takes
on the challenge of helping students apply reading comprehension
strategies in any subject.

SHP5213 • $32.95

● Primary
● Secondary

GRAPHIC ORGANISERS FOR READING
Cherrie Farnette, Marjorie Frank • 9781760562656

The use of graphic organisers makes it easier for
students to comprehend and remember what they
read. Scientifically based research shows that using
graphic organisers leads to improved students
performance on assessments and enhanced critical
thinking skills. Graphic Organisers for Reading is one
workbook resource every teacher needs. Here are 60
graphic organisers for fiction and nonfiction, literary
elements and genre, and reading in any content area. Use the organisers
to reinforce important reading strategies.

INA2656 • $24.95

●

Rigorous Reading In-Depth
Guides for Great Literature
Maximise your students’ reading experience by providing activities that foster comprehension and reinforce understanding of literary
elements. Activities for each section allow students to process portions of the novel through individual and collaborative exercises that
encourage close reading.
Suggestions for maintaining Interactive Novel Logs provide students with additional ways to reflect and connect
personally with the novel. Students have the opportunity to synthesise their ideas through a variety of post-reading
activities.

TCR4858

TCR4865

TCR4919

TCR4872

TCR4926

TCR4889

TCR4841

TCR4902

TCR4896

TCR4933

TCR7873

TCR4940

$24.95
EACH

TCR7880

TCR7897

Rigorous Reading: An In-Depth Guide for Any Novel
Transform the reading of a great novel into a journey of discovery. This customisable resource offers
incredible flexibility as you share and explore great literature with your students. The guide is organised
by literary elements and includes Teacher Instructions that provide activity overviews.
Student activities feature text-dependent questions that encourage close analysis and call for evidence
to support claims. This resource also includes suggestions for creating and maintaining Interactive Novel
Logs to provide students with a place to connect with the literature in ways of their choosing. Pre- and
Post-Reading activities are included as well as suggestions for pairing texts to expand the understanding
of themes and topics.

6
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EACH

TCR4827

TCR4834
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MENTOR TEXTS, SECOND EDITION: Teaching Writing Through Children’s Literature, K-6
Lynne R Dorfman, Rose Cappelli • 9781760563950

It’s been a decade since Lynne Dorfman and Rose Cappelli wrote the first edition of Mentor Texts. The second edition includes
brand-new “Your Turn Lessons”, built around the gradual release of responsibility model, offering suggestions for demonstrations
and shared or guided writing. Reflection is emphasised as a necessary component to understanding why mentor authors chose
certain strategies, literacy devices, sentence structures and words. The book is organised around the characteristics of good writing focus, content, organisation, style and conventions. Rose and Lynne write in a friendly and conversational style, employing numerous
anecdotes to help teachers visualise the process and offer strategies that can be immediately implemented in the classroom.

SHP3950 • $39.95

●
●

CLOSE READING FUNDAMENTALS QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE
Diane Lapp, Barbara Moss, Maria Grant, Kelly Johnson • 9781760568160

Literacy experts Diane Lapp, Barbara Moss, Maria Grant and Kelly Johnson explain the process and purpose of close reading
and provide strategies, examples and extension activities in this full-colour, laminated, eight-page quick reference guide based
on their books A Close Look at Close Reading, Grades K-5 and A Close Look at Close Reading, Grades 6-12. The authors provide
strategies for helping teachers use literary and informational texts across the content areas to build students’ skills in comprehension,
communication and higher-order thinking. In addition to outlining the steps involved in close reading such as annotating texts, this
guide offers advice on assessing how well students derive and create meaning from what they read.

QRG117046 • $19.95

●

TEACHING FOR DEEP COMPREHENSION: A Reading Workshop Approach
Linda J Dorn, Carla Soffos • 9781760566913

Linda Dorn and Carla Soffos describe the process of comprehension as a reflection of the mind - a window into the reader’s
thoughts. In Teaching for Deep Comprehension they discuss comprehension from a socio-cognitive perspective - specifically, how
teachers can use the social context of reading workshop to promote deep comprehension. Linda and Carla mesh complex theories
of comprehension with everyday practical examples in such a way as to help teachers develop a better understanding of what it
means to comprehend while reading. The book’s appendix contains a wealth of reproducible materials, including text maps, graphic
organisers, book lists and resource charts.

SHP6913 • $39.95

●

WE CAN DO THIS! STUDENT MENTOR TEXTS THAT TEACH AND INSPIRE
Janiel Wagstaff • 9781760563974

The power of peer models is undeniable. When students see others taking risks in their writing, persevering, problem-solving and
succeeding, they been empowered. The models reassure them that they, too, are writers with important ideas to share and the ability
to write well. They, too, can do this! Nothing motivates like peer models. Classroom writing expert Janiel Wagstaff brings the power
of peer mentors to cross-genre, original student texts covering more than 70 critical teaching points, including the following: Address
key writing standards and writing types. Highlight skills, strategies, writing elements and craft moves. Make instructional content real!

SHP3974 • $29.95

●

PREVENTING MISGUIDED READING: Next Generation Guided Reading Strategies
Jan Miller Burkins, Melody M Croft • 9781760566906

Feeling exhausted after guided reading? Are you working tirelessly while your students aren’t even breaking a sweat? Do you ever
wonder if other teachers feel the same way you do about guided reading - that it’s not working the way you think it should? You are
not alone. There seems to be much confusion surrounding guided reading - the term even means something different from school to
school. Now you can turn to authors Jan Burkins and Melody Croft to prevent guided reading from going astray in your classroom.
Jan and Melody present personal clarifications, adaptations and supports that have helped them work through their own tricky parts
as they guide readers. With 27 strategies, you’re sure to find the help you need to work through your challenges as you guide groups
of reader.

SHP6906 • $39.95

●

HOW DO I GET THEM TO WRITE? Explore the Reading-Writing Connection Using Freewriting and Mentor
Texts to Motivate and Empower Students
Karen Filewych • 9781760568474

How Do I Get Them to Write? Investigates the vital connection between reading and writing. This remarkable book argues that
reading, writing and the inevitable discussions that follow lead students to appreciate the experiences of others, open their minds
to new possibilities, gain a glimpse into unknown worlds, make connections to their own live and reflect on their own choices and
learning. How Do I Get Them to Write? is committed to helping teachers get all students writing regardless of their attitudes or their
current abilities. Based on the premise that all students can learn to write with appropriate teaching, modelling and practice, this is
an ideal resource for teachers who love writing as well as for those who find it a challenging process.

PBP8474 • $32.95
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●

The Project-Based Writing series will provide teachers of Year
3 to the middle years with resources to engage students and
enrich their writing. Each book contains pre-made writing units
that teachers can use as is or adapt for their own purposes.
Teachers can also use the other provided resources to build
new project-based writing units. These activities and units will
guide students in the research, organisation and presentation of
sophisticated, original ideas.
●

$35.95
Each

TCR4780

TCR4797

TCR4803

TCR4810

THE NEW ART AND SCIENCE OF TEACHING WRITING
Kathy Tuchman Glass, Robert Marzano • 9781760567521

In The New Art and Science of Teaching Writing, authors Kathy Tuchman Glass and Robert J. Marzano explore how teachers can apply The
New Art and Science of Teaching framework to teaching writing. This comprehensive book offers nearly one hundred detailed strategies
for and examples of implementation. Throughout the book, the authors address the following design areas within three categories of
teaching: (1) feedback, (2) content, and (3) context. Each chapter includes self-rating scales teachers can use to assess their performance
and determine areas of strength and improvement. Each chapter ends with guiding questions for curriculum design. This book will help
all teachers address the learning outcomes for writing necessary for student success.

SOT7521 • $42.95
●
●●

ASCD ARIAS PUBLICATION: The Power of
Extreme Writing

WRITING INSTRUCTION THAT WORKS:
Proven Methods for Middle and High School
Classrooms

Diana Cruchley • 9781760016012

Judith A. Langer, Arthur N. Applebee • 9781760010737

The traditional five-step writing process never explicitly
teaches students to be fluent in their writing - to be
able to write quickly on any topic. Extreme Writing
targets precisely that with focused, daily writing
sessions that provide students with consistent, longterm engagement. It is designed to appeal to students
in Years 4-8, and - best of all - the approach involves
little extra work for you. This book explains how to assess student work
and highlight more than a dozen unique inspirations that motivate
students to write.

This comprehensive book identifies areas of concern
for the ways that writing is being taught in today’s
secondary schools. The authors offer far-reaching
direction for improving writing instruction that assist
both student literacy and subject learning. They provide
many examples of successful writing practices in each of the four core
academic subjects (English, mathematics, science and the social sciences).
The text also includes sections on Technology and the Teaching of Writing
and English as an Additional Language or Dialect learners.

TCP0737 • $39.95

SF115065 • $15.00
●●
●●

GRAPHIC ORGANISERS FOR WRITING
9781760562663

Graphic Organisers for Writing is one workbook resource
every teacher needs. The use of graphic organisers
as part of the writing process is important to writing
success. Students who plan and write with graphic
organisers; generate and organise more ideas, recall
and analyse data, support main ideas with appropriate
details, focus on the criteria for the specific writing
assignment, explain sequences logically, recognise
relationships between concepts, focus on their audience and implement
good writing techniques. Here are 60 graphic organisers for writing
nonfiction, fiction and integrating explicit elements of good writing. Use the
organisers to facilitate excellent writing.

ASSESSING WRITING, TEACHING
WRITERS: Putting the Analytic Writing
Continuum to Work in Your Classroom
Sherry Seale Swain, Mary Ann Smith, Jeffrey D. Wilhelm •
9781760563325

This book introduces a rubric designed by the National
Writing Project - the Analytic Writing Continuum (AWC)
- that is making its way into classrooms across the
country at all year levels. The authors use sample student
writing and multiple classroom scenarios to illustrate
how teachers have adapted this flexible tool to meet the needs of their
students, including using the AWC to teach revision, give feedback, direct
peer-to-peer response groups, and serve as a formative assessment guide.

TCP3325 • $39.95

INA2663 • $24.95
●
●●

USING TECHNOLOGY TO ENHANCE
WRITING: Innovative Approaches to Literacy
Instruction
Richard Ferdig, Kristine Pytash,Timothy Rasinski •
9781760562083

Sharpen your students’ communication skills while
integrating digital tools into writing instruction. Loaded
with techniques for helping students brainstorm, plan
and organise their writing, this handbook troubleshoots
issues students face when writing in a printed versus
digital context and teaches them how to read in multiple mediums. You’ll
find tips for sharing writing, getting interactive feedback, incorporating
grammar instruction, and more.

SOT2083 • $52.25
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CLOSE WRITING: Developing Purposeful
Writers in Grades 2-6
Paula Bourque • 9781760562786

How closely do your students read their writing? What
are the implications for those who do and those who
don’t? During her work in classrooms, literacy coach
Paula Bourque noticed that students who read their own
writing closely are engaged in their work, write fluently,
are able to produce lengthy drafts and incorporate
teaching points from mini-lessons into the day’s writing.
In this comprehensive book, Paula shows you that no matter what structures
or lessons you use in your writing classroom, the strategies in Close Writing
will help you make these better by creating student writers who are more
aware of what effective writing looks like, who care about what they write
and who take ownership and responsibility for their growth as writers.

SHP2786 • $39.95
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CRAFT MOVES: Lesson Sets for Teaching Writing with Mentor Texts
Stacey Shubitz • 9781760560270

This book does the heavy lifting for you using twenty recently published picture books and more than 180 lessons to teach various
craft moves that will help your students become better writers. Stacey first discusses picture books as teaching tools and offers
ways to integrate them into your curriculum and classroom discussions. She also shares routines and classroom procedures to help
students focus on their writing during the independent writing portion of writing workshop and helps teachers prepare for smallgroup instruction.

SHP0270 • $39.95

●
●

NOTEBOOK KNOW-HOW: Strategies for the Writer’s Notebook
Aimee Buckner • 9781760011413

An essential springboard for the pieces that will later be crafted in writer’s workshop. It is here that students brainstorm topics, play
with leads and endings, tweak a new revision strategy or test out a genre for the first time. In this book the author provides the tools
intermediate and middle-level teachers need to make writers’ notebooks an integral part of their writing programs. Also addressing
many of the questions teachers ask when they start using notebooks with their students. This compact guide is packed with lessons,
tips and samples of student writing to help teachers make the most of writers’ notebooks, without sacrificing time needed for the
rest of the literacy curriculum.

SHP1413 • $29.95

●
●

THE AUTHOR’S APPRENTICE: Developing Writing Fluency, Stamina, and Motivation Through Authentic
Publication
Vicki Meigs-Kahlenberg • 9781760560287

Meigs-Kahlenberg reinvents the writer’s workshop using an authentic and engaging ‘apprenticeship’ approach that is based on
the writing advice of middle years and young adult authors students are currently reading. The Author’s Apprentice provides a
yearlong planning guide, weekly writing challenges, ideas for publication possibilities, step-by-step lesson plans and hundreds of
author quotes to motivate student learning.

SHP0287 • $39.95

●

CONFERRING WITH YOUNG WRITERS: What to Do When You Don’t Know What to Do
Kristin Ackerman, Jennifer McDonough • 9781760562779

Authors Kristin Ackerman and Jennifer McDonough have been teaching writing for several years and know that conferring can be
a murky and messy process - perhaps the hardest component of all. Written from the lessons they’ve learned through hard-won
classroom experience - their mistakes and challenges - Conferring with Young Writers is based on what Kristin and Jen call the
“three Fs”: frequency, focus and follow-up. They’ve created a classroom management system that offers routine and structure for
giving the most effective feedback in a writing conference.

SHP2779 • $32.95

●

REWRITING THE BASICS: Literacy Learning in Children’s Cultures
Anne Haas Dyson • 9781743308974

Readers will have a front-row seat in Mrs Bee’;s kindergarten and Mrs Kay’s 1st-grade class, where these dedicated teachers taught
writing basics in schools serving predominantly low-income children of colour. The children, it turns out, had their own expectations
for one another’s actions during writing time. Driven by desires for companionship and meaning, they used available linguistic and
multimodal resources to construct their shared lives. ReWRITING the Basics goes beyond critiquing traditional writing basics to
place them in the linguistic diversity and multimodal texts of children’s everyday worlds.

TCP8974 • $39.95

●

WHEN WRITERS DRIVE THE WORKSHOP: Honouring Young Voices and Bold Choices
Brian Kissel • 9781760563301

In this practical, engaging book, veteran educator Brian Kissel asks teachers to go back to the roots of writing workshop. Through
stories from real classrooms, Brian reveals that no matter where children come from, they all have the powerful, shared need to be
heard. He focuses on four key components of writing workshop, with an eye on what happens when teachers step back and allow
students to drive the instruction.

SHP3301 • $32.95
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THE WRITE VOICE: Using Rich Prompts to Help Student Writing Come Alive
Lisa Donohue • 9781760563028

The Write Voice is a comprehensive approach to teaching writing that deals not only with style, but also with strategies for finding
inspiration and tools that young writers can use to write well. The book is organised around seven strategies, with appropriate
prompts, that encourage students to recognise and seek inspiration. The book argues for routines that involve students in finding
the voice in the writing of other and recognising the power of the written word. It illustrates countless effective ways students can
experiment with their own voice, engage in robust conversations about their writing and that of their peers, and set personal goals
as writers.

PBP3028 • $29.95

●

LET’S TALK: Managing One-on-One, Peer and Small-Group Conferences
Mark Overmeyer • 9781760018153

Let’s Talk is packed with real classroom examples and stories to help educators make conferences more manageable and
meaningful. Organised by types of conferences, Let’s Talk distinguishes between teacher-student talk – which covers one-on-one,
small-group and whole-class conferences – and student-student talk – which includes one-on-one and group peer conferences. In
addition Mark Overmeyer also focuses on how to work with English language learners.

SHP8153 • $27.95

●

CRAFT LESSONS, SECOND EDITION: Teaching Writing F–8
JoAnn Portalupi, Ralph Fletcher • 9781760018030

In the decade since the first publication of Craft Lessons, the world has changed in many ways, yet one thing has remained constant:
teachers continue to feel starved for time. With new curriculum mandates, daily specials, “pull-outs” and precious time devoted to
test preparation, the situation has never been worse and the need for a succinct resource like Craft Lessons has never been greater.
The ninety-five lessons in this second edition provide a wealth of information for teaching leads, characters, ending, stronger verbs
and much more.

SHP8030 • $34.95

●
●

THE WRITING THIEF: Using Mentor Texts to Teach the Craft of Writing
Ruth Culham • 9781760562762

It’s been said that mediocre writers borrow, but great writers steal. Ruth Culham admits to being a writing thief – and she wants
you and your students to become writing thieves too! Students learn more about reading and writing when we use mentor texts
to explore how writing works. Within this book, you’ll discover more than 90 excellent mentor texts along with straightforward
activities that can help you teach the traits of writing across the informational, narrative and argument modes. Easy-going style and
friendly tone makes this a book you’ll turn to again and again as you guide your students to reach their full potential.

SHP2762 • $39.95

●
●

THE BETTER WRITING BREAKTHROUGH: Connecting Student Thinking and Discussion to Inspire Great
Writing
Dougherty, Billings, Roberts • 9781743302873

Every teacher knows the challenge of trying to engage reluctant readers and struggling writers. The best way to engage less
confident readers and writers is to give them something powerful to think about. The Discourse and Writing Cycle explores writing
as a means to focus student thinking, fuel deeper learning and build complex understanding in English, humanities and social
sciences, mathematics and science. This field-tested approach from well-respected experts Eleanor Dougherty, Laura Billings and
Terry Roberts is designed for use in Years 4–12.

114010 • $39.95

●

“THEY’RE ALL WRITERS” TEACHING PEER TUTORING IN THE ELEMENTARY WRITING CENTER
Rebecca L. Damron, Jennifer Sanders • 9781760563332

Theyre All Writers will help teachers explore the power of writing centres. In elementary school classrooms across the country,
writing instruction (not grammar worksheets or spelling drills) is still the neglected R. In this book, classroom teachers will find
foundational information about the writing process with everything they need to begin and facilitate a peer tutoring writing center.
Student-led writing centers harness the social and instructional power of students working and learning together, and this book
includes specific lessons to teach students how to be effective peer tutors and how to be better writers.

TCP3332 • $43.95
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CAN WE SKIP LUNCH AND KEEP WRITING? COLLABORATING IN CLASS AND ONLINE, YEARS 3–8
Julie D. Ramsay • 9781760017965

This book shows teachers how to weave technology throughout their own curriculum and get students so fired up about writing
that they don’t want to stop when the class period ends. Readers will learn how to select appropriate digital tools, guide and involve
students in the learning process, and differentiate instruction to meet individual needs. Teachers will discover how technologyassisted writing can foster innovation, global communication and creative problem solving.

SHP7965 • $35.95

●

INTERACTIVE WRITING ACROSS GRADES: A Small Practice with Big Results, Pre F–5
Joan Dabrowski, Kate Roth • 9781742399188

A how-to guide, unpacking this powerful method step by step – and year level by year level. The authors help you figure out where
and how interactive writing fits within your literacy framework, regardless of the year level you teach. In these pages, you’ll find an
overview of the interactive writing method and how it fits into your balanced literacy program, concrete ways to launch interactive
writing in your classroom to support both process and craft instruction, step-by-step guidance to implement the method with
students of all ages, and real classroom writing that shows what to expect at each phase of the process.

SHP9188 • $39.95

●
●

TOOLS FOR TEACHING WRITING: Strategies and Interventions for Diverse Learners in Grades 3–8
Kathleen Fad, David Campos • 9781760014070

Teaching students to write with the level of fluency and focus demanded by new standards and common assessments is tough in
a crowded curriculum loaded with lots of other instructional responsibilities. This series of writing prompts, instructional strategies,
evaluation forms, and other tools help you address eight traits that lead to writing success. And a seven-step process ensures you
always know which tool to use and when to use it as you teach essential writing skills. Because of the level of student diversity you
face, there are ideas and strategies for accommodating different learning styles and tips for English language learners, struggling
readers and students with disabilities.

114051 • $43.95

●

WORTH WRITING ABOUT: Exploring Memoir with Adolescents
Jake Wizner • 9781760016555

‘Who am I?’ In Worth Writing About: Exploring Memoir with Adolescents, Wizner addresses how searching for the answer to this
question leads his students to reflection, to reading and to deeper, more meaningful writing. Worth Writing About addresses the
most common challenges teachers face when teaching memoir writing: How do you help students who say that nothing interesting
has happened in their lives? How do you help students balance what is meaningful with what is too personal to share? How do
you help students overcome the ‘I don’t remember’ syndrome? The memoir unit gets kids to write about real stuff – the things that
matter to them.

SHP6555 • $35.95

●
●

WHAT’S NEXT FOR THIS BEGINNING WRITER? REVISED EDITION: Mini Lessons that Take Writing from
Scribbles to Script
Janine Reid, Betty Schultze, Ulla Petersen • 9781760563011

This book discusses the relationship of reading and writing, and the importance of oral language in building strong writers. Based
on the work of real F-2 students, it shows teachers how to interpret student work, identify what they know and build naturally on the
writing strengths their work displays. Writing Workshop lessons form the core of this book. Teachers learn how they might talk with
students to celebrate their work, extend their learning and set goals for their next piece of writing. This demonstration is followed by
a mini-lesson that builds on the writing sample and suggests group and whole-class activities to use with students at a similar stage.

PBP3011 • $29.95

●
●

THE COLLECTED WRITINGS (SO FAR) OF RICK WORMELI: Crazy Good Stuff I’ve Learned about Teaching
Along the Way
Rick Wormeli • 9781760013059

Rick Wormeli’s collected writings challenge readers to take radical responsibility for challenging conventions and breaking rules
that conspire against meeting young adolescents’ needs. He speaks from a deep understanding of the struggle teachers have to
unleash their creativity and will tethered by conventional thinking or lack of tools. Learn from Rick’s insights about professional
issues, motivating and connecting to students, providing effective learning experiences, differentiation, literacy in every subject,
additional teaching techniques, assessment, grading and more.

AML3059 • $37.95
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10 THINGS EVERY WRITER NEEDS TO KNOW
Jeff Anderson • 9781760017415

This book focuses on developing concepts and application of 10 essential aspects of good writing – motion, models, focus, detail,
form, frames, cohesion, energy, words and clutter. Throughout the book, Jeff provides dozens of model texts, both fiction and
nonfiction, that bring alive the ten things every writer needs to know. By analysing strong mentor texts, young writers learn what
is possible and experiment with the strategies professional writers use. Students explore, discover and apply what makes good
writing work. Encouraging, discovering, inspiring, reminding and improving writing through conversation, inquiry and the support
of good writing behaviours.

SHP7415 • $39.95

●
●

59 REASONS TO WRITE: Mini-Lessons, Prompts, and Inspiration for Teachers
Kate Messner • 9781760016838

Only by engaging in the real work of writing can teachers become part of the writing community they dream of creating for their
students. Kate Messner’s new book, 59 Reasons to Write, shows teachers and librarians who teach writing how to be stronger role
models for their students. Throughout the book she offers mini-lessons, writing prompts and bursts of inspiration designed to get
you writing every day, whether on your own or as part of a group. Dozens of guest authors also share their writing processes and
secrets.

SHP6838 • $39.95

●

BEYOND THE FIVE-PARAGRAPH ESSAY
Kristi Latimer, Kimberly Hill Campbell • 9781760017453

Love it or hate it, the five-paragraph essay is perhaps the most frequently taught form of writing in classrooms of yesterday and
today. But have you ever actually seen a five-paragraph essay outside of school walls? Kimberly Hill Campbell and Kristi Latimer
reviewed the research on the effectiveness of the form as a teaching tool and discovered that the research does not support the
five-paragraph formula. In fact, it shows that the formula restricts creativity, emphasises structure rather than content, does not
improve standardised test scores, inadequately prepares students for tertiary education and results in vapid writing.

SHP7453 • $34.95

●

BOY WRITERS: Reclaiming Their Voices
Ralph Fletcher • 9781760017958

In Boy Writers: Reclaiming Their Voices Ralph Fletcher draws upon his years of experience as staff developer, children’s book
author, and father of four boys. He also taps the insights from dozens of writing teachers around the US and abroad. Boy Writers
asks teachers to imagine the writing classroom from a boy’s perspective and consider specific steps we might take to create
stimulating classrooms for boys.

SHP7958 • $35.95

●
●

PYROTECHNICS ON THE PAGE: Playful Craft That Sparks Writing
Ralph Fletcher • 9781760560294

Ralph Fletcher demonstrates how playful craft can energise student writing and breathe new energy into the writing workshop.
Children have a natural affinity for language play; Pyrotechnics on the Page demonstrates how writing teachers can tap into it. This
book provides a wealth of resources for teachers including information on the roots and developmental importance of language
play; a how-to on using the writer’s notebook as a playground for students to explore and experiment with verbal pyrotechnics;
and an in-depth look at the kind of language play commonly used by writers.

SHP0294 • $29.95

●

GO BE A WRITER! EXPANDING THE CURRICULAR BOUNDARIES OF LITERACY LEARNING WITH
CHILDREN
Candace R. Kuby, Tara Gutshall Rucker • 9781760560010

An introduction to post-structural and post-humanist theories in order to imagine new possibilities for expanding literacy
education. The authors put these theories to work in the context of a primary school classroom, examining literacy-based activities
that occur as students participate with materials in a multimedia writers’ studio. Focusing on literacy processes, Go Be a Writer!
emphasises the fluid and sometimes unintentional ways multimodal artefacts come into being through intra-actions with human
and non-human materials. The authors demonstrate an approach to literacy that works against the grain of standardisation and
rigid curricular models.

TCP0010 • $65.95
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●●

WRITE LIKE THIS

●

Kelly Gallagher • 9781760016814

Gallagher emphasises real-world writing purposes,
the kind of writing he wants his students to be doing
twenty years from now. Each chapter focuses on a
specific discourse: express and reflect, inform and
explain, evaluate and judge, inquire and explore,
analyse and interpret and take a stand/propose a
solution. In teaching these lessons, Kelly provides
mentor texts, student writing samples and numerous
assignments and strategies proven to elevate student writing.

SHP6814 • $39.95

● Primary
● Secondary

WRITING POWER: Engaging Thinking
Through Writing
Adrienne Gear • 9781760019976

Writing Power is a practical and thoughtful resource
that shows teachers how to encourage student writers
to consider the reader’s thinking as they write. Guiding
teachers through a series of lessons focusing on
each of the strategies, with suggested anchor books
for each lesson. The fundamentals of The Writing
Process and the Six Traits are integrated in this unique
examination of how developing an awareness of the readers’ thinking can
influence and affect a student’s ability to write.

PBP9976 • $29.95
●●

ARGUE WELL, WRITE WELL

●●

Bill McBride • 9781760562458

Do you want to help your students think logically and
invest more time and energy in their schoolwork?
Do you want to help you students think critically and
structure their arguments into powerful, persuasive
essays? Use this book to rethink your instructional
approach so that critical thinking, argumentation and
curriculum content can meet in a single, engaging
format!

INA2458 $35.95

LITERACY 2.0
Nancy Frey, Douglas Fisher • 9781742397184

Students in the 21st century still need to develop the
reading and writing skills that were the aim of literacy
1.0 instruction, but they must go beyond those skills
and learn how to use technology for communicating
and collaborating in new ways. The book begins with
a general instructional model and then delivers the
specific teaching skills related to acquiring, producing
and sharing information. These skills include using
search engines efficiently, evaluating information found on websites,
working collaboratively and creating multimedia products.

SOT7184 • $32.95
●●

THE WRITE GENRE
Lori Jamison Rog, Paul Kropp • 9781760566760

In The Write Genre, teachers will find hands-on
activities that focus on all stages of the writing process,
with teacher-directed assignments and opportunities
for student-selected writing lessons that emphasise
writing to learn. Organised around six writing genres,
this practical book offers more than fifty mini-lessons
to develop specific skills that can help students write
effective fiction and nonfiction. For easy classroom
implementation, the key elements if many mini-lessons are presented in
reproducible pages.

PBP6760 • $32.95

●

READERS WRITING
Elizabeth Hale • 9781760562793

91 practical lessons that show teachers how students
of all ability levels can use reader’s notebooks to think
critically, on their own, one step at a time. Each of the
lessons uses a fiction or nonfiction book to address
a comprehension strategy by showing students one
specific way they can write about their thinking. Each
lesson provides an example of how to model the
strategy. Each lesson follows a similar format and
include time for students to actively process what they learn by talking
about and trying out the strategy in their reader’s notebooks.

SHP2793 $32.95
●

PATTERNS OF POWER, GRADES 1-6

●●

Jeff Anerson • 9781760566746

The first part of the book introduces a vibrant
approach to grammar instruction and sets up what
you need to immerse yourself in the Patterns of Power
process, inviting students to experiment and play
with language. The second part of the book offers
over seventy practical, ready-to-use lessons, including
extensive teacher-ready support materials; over 100
mentor sentences, curated for Years 1-6; student work samples; tips
and power notes to facilitate your own knowledge and learning; and
examples for application.

SHP6748 $75.00

●●

I’VE GOT IT! ENGLISH LANGUAGE SKILLS
Majorie Frank, Jill Norris• 9781760562366

Document your students’ progress. Based on a list
of 35 skills that represent mastery of a particular
subject matter. It includes two reproducible, easyto-use assessment tasks for each of the 35 skills. The
tasks, with a basic knowledge question and move to
higher-level questions that require students to apply
the skill and think critically. This is just the resource you
need for formative and common assessment, pre- and
post-tests, quick checkups, or standardized test prep. Each assessment
task is correlated to state as well as national standards.

INA2366 • $19.95

THE WRITE BEGINNING

●●

Lia Donoue • 9781760014711

ENERGISING SMART STARTERS WRITING PROMPTS

Offering a simple approach to developing an
assessment-based writing process with students by beginning with the end. When young writers
use success criteria as a guide they are able to
develop a clear understanding of their targets and set
realistic goals for themselves. The book illustrates how
teachers can use the success criteria as a framework
for providing descriptive feedback to students, as a way of guiding their
learning and as a means of helping them to set goals. Includes graphic
organisers, sample rubrics, checklists and student samples for easy
classroom implementation.

Packed full of great writing ideas to encourage
students to practise and polish different writing
modes. The starters are grouped by writing
modes. As you introduce a new type of writing,
have students practise that mode. A starter may
inspire your students to develop questions or examples along the same
lines, expanding the quick write into a full-blown writing project. Use
them anytime to stimulate minds. Doing a Smart Starter will sharpen
thinking processes and challenge brains. In addition, Smart Starters work
well as starting points for students to create other similar questions and
problems.

PBP4711 • $32.95

INA2588 • $15.95
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●

MARVELOUS MINILESSONS FOR
TEACHING NONFICTION WRITING, K–3

●
●

NONFICTION CRAFT LESSONS: Teaching
Information Writing, K–8

Lori Jamison Rog • 9781760017743

Ralph Fletcher, JoAnn Portalupi • 9781760560300

This rich assortment of engaging mini-lessons guides
teachers through effective strategies and activities
that focus on writing informational, persuasive and
procedural text. Designed for easy use by busy
teachers, a major premise of this practical book is that
students assume responsibility for their writing. This
means teachers have time to support individuals and
small groups that need extra help. Teachers will find
a wealth of ideas for guiding young students to write
about what they know and care about.

This book is divided into sections for K–2, 3–4 and
middle years (years 5–8) students. These divisions
reflect various differences between emerging,
competent and fluent writers. In each section you’ll
find a collection of craft lessons directed at the genre
that’s most appropriate for that particular age. In the
K–2 section, for example, a number of craft lessons
focus on the all-about or concept book. In the 3–4
section there are several lessons on biography. In
the 5–8 section a series of lessons addresses expository writing.

PBP7743 • $29.95
●

SHP0300 • $29.95

NONFICTION READING POWER

●
●

LITERARY CONVERSATIONS IN THE
CLASSROOM: Deepening Understanding
of Nonfiction and Narrative

Adrienne Gear • 9781760016883

This book shows teachers how to encourage students
to recognise that reading is about using their brains.
The well-designed lessons are easy to follow and
include tips for effectively introducing and ending
each lesson. This book provides teachers with lessons
and ideas for teaching five specific thinking strategies
that support students while reading informational text.
These strategies give students the tools they need to
zoom-in on text features and conventions; improve
comprehension by raising significant questions and
making relevant inferences; determine importance and find the main idea in a
variety of text; make connections to their own lives, other books and previous
knowledge; transform what’s on the printed page into new thinking.

PBP6883 • $34.95
●

Rebecca Barone, Diane Barone • 9781760562090

The authors demonstrate how to use literary
conversations in small, heterogeneous groups to
address multiple expectations within classrooms,
such as close reading, vocabulary, background
knowledge, literal and inferential comprehension,
and responses to multimodal interpretation,
nonfiction text features and graphic organisers.
The text includes the theoretical why, and the very
practical how-to, to help teachers successfully implement serious, sustained
student-group conversations about their reading.

TCP2090 • $39.95
●
●

THE POWER OF SCRIPTWRITING!
TEACHING ESSENTIAL WRITING SKILLS
THROUGH PODCASTS, GRAPHIC
NOVELS, MOVIES, AND MORE

NONFICTION WRITING POWER: Teaching
Information Writing with Intent and Purpose
Adrienne Gear • 9781760016364

Peter Gutierrez • 9781760015183

The majority of our daily reading and writing experience
is made up of nonfiction and students are writing in this
form long before they are taught how to do it in the
classroom. Building on Adrienne Gear’s Reading Power
and Writing Power, this valuable addition to the series
addresses the close link between reader and writer. Ideal
support for teaching writing in the content areas, the book
includes ways that a particular form can link to science,
humanities and social sciences, and other subjects.

Offering teachers a new way to energize the
teaching of writing while also meeting key
learning standards. The author draws on his unique
background in education and media to provide
this all-in-one resource to help teachers use the
versatility of scriptwriting to motivate students and
support literacy skills across the disciplines. Each
chapter covers a different medium, outlining the writing skills required,
and providing practical tips, sample projects, standards alignment, and
strategies for differentiated instruction.

PBP6364 • $34.95
●

MAKING NONFICTION FROM SCRATCH
Ralph Fletcher • 9781760017729

TCP5183 • $34.95
●

Do you have students whose nonfiction writing
is formulaic, devoid of energy and voice? Skilled
nonfiction writers draw on strategies, techniques and
craft found in other genres: poetry, comedy, even
mystery. Without those elements, nonfiction would be
dry and dull. In this book professional development
and children’s book author Ralph Fletcher offers a
candid critique of how nonfiction writing is often
taught in schools and gives teachers the inspiration
and strategies they need to help their students write
authentic nonfiction. Ralph emphasises the power of choice, mentor texts and
nonfiction read-alouds in making nonfiction an everyday part of classrooms.

CRITICAL THINKING: Readings in Nonfiction,
High School
Schroeder, Barnes, Burgdorf • 9781741700138

Teach students to read with a critical eye and an inquiring
mind while exercising basic competencies with non-fiction
reading selections. Includes: activities to boost reading
comprehension and critical thinking; follow-up questions for
each section; over 50 reading selections that appeal to highschool students; a mix of multiple-choice and open-ended
questions; tips to improve skills in recognising main ideas,
tracing similarities, identifying sequences, citing supporting
evidence, making judgments, drawing conclusions and
more; and downloadable resources with reproducible versions of every worksheet.

WAL0138 • $32.95
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A PLACE FOR WONDER: Reading and
Writing Nonfiction in the Primary Years
Georgia Heard, Jennifer McDonough • 9781760017828

The authors discuss how to create “a landscape
of wonder”, a primary classroom where curiosity,
creativity and exploration are encouraged. For it is
these characteristics, the authors write, that develop
intelligent, inquiring, life-long learners. With these
goals in mind, Georgia and Jennifer provide
teachers with numerous, practical ways they can
create a classroom environment where students’
questions and observations are part of daily work.
They also present a step-by-step guide to planning a non-fiction reading
and writing unit of study. A Place for Wonder will help teachers reclaim their
classrooms as a place where true learning is the norm.

SHP7729 • $29.95
●

● Primary
● Secondary

SHP7828 • $35.95
●
●

CRITICAL THINKING: Readings in Nonfiction,
Middle Years
Schroeder, Barnes, Burgdorf • 9781741700145

Teach students to read with a critical eye and an
inquiring mind! The second edition of this bestseller puts comprehension and creative-thinking skills
within reach of every student. Includes: readings
and questions like on common standardised tests;
follow-up questions for each section to assess
students’ critical-thinking skills; tips to improve
skills in recognising cause-and-effect relationships,
understanding persuasive techniques, questioning
assumptions, drawing conclusions and a mix of multiple-choice and openended questions to boost reading comprehension and critical thinking

WAL0145 • $32.95

For Sample pages and to Order Online www.hbe.com.au

● Primary
● Secondary

●

My Job Rules! series follows a different professional on their career journey in one of ten diverse fields. On
the way, you’ll read all about what these workers do each day, see pictures of the places where they work,
and learn some interesting facts about their jobs as well as key terms that will help you to better understand
the world of work.
Each title in the My Job Rules! series is sold in a set of five. If you’d like to read about all our amazing
professionals, you can purchase the My Job Rules! Complete Set, which contains a single copy of all 10 titles.

Set
of 5

Set
of 5
HB6630 • $50.00

Set
of 5

Set
of 5

Set
of 5
HB4292 • $50.00

HB6661 • $50.00

Set
of 5

HB1463 • $50.00

HB6647 • $50.00

Set
of 5

Set
of 5
HB6654 • $50.00

Set
of 5
HB6678 • $50.00

HB9945 • $50.00

Set
of 5
HB1203 • $50.00

HB0169 • $50.00
Complete set
HB6001 $100.00
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●

● Primary
● Secondary

GROWING INDEPENDENT LEARNERS: From Literacy Standards to Stations, K–3
Debbie Diller • 9781760016579

In Growing Independent Learners, the author provides a comprehensive guide to help you plan instruction focused on literacy
standards, organise your classroom for maximum benefit and lead your students to independence through whole-group lessons,
small-group focus and partner learning at literacy stations. Growing Independent Learners will help you create a vibrant classroom
filled with independent learners.

SHP6579 • $69.95

●
●

YOUNG MEANING MAKERS: Teaching Comprehension, Grades K–2
Gillam,Clark,Jones,Reutzel • 9781760560041

The authors of this book offer a practical model with classroom applications that draw on the Construction-Integration (CI) model
of text comprehension. Illustrating why comprehension is so important in the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) framework,
the book distils six key principles for meeting education standards. Chapters show teachers how to build oral language and text
comprehension skills with young readers, including selecting texts, organising materials and scheduling time.

TCP0041 • $42.95

●

READING WITH MEANING, SECOND EDITION: Teaching Comprehension in the Primary Years
Debbie Miller • 9781760013769

Debbie chronicles a year in her own classroom, giving her own vision of strategy instruction and intentional teaching and learning.
Debbie believes that every child deserves at least a full year of growth during each classroom year and offers planning documents
with matching assessments to ensure that no child falls through the cracks. The book also provides a list of titles that will engage
and delight students, and current picture books for reading aloud and strategy instruction.

SHP3769 • $35.95

●

TEACHING SKILLS FOR COMPLEX TEXT: Deepening Close Reading in the Classroom
Heidi Anne E. Mesmer • 9781760561376

This book will help primary school teachers equip their students with practical tools and understandings of the structures and
conventions that allow them to excel, including concrete tools, passages, games, lessons, and examples to teach anaphora,
connectives, paragraph structure, evidence-gathering (fiction and nonfiction), and text challenge.

TCP1376 • $35.95

●
●

DEEPER READING: Comprehending Challenging Texts, 4–12
Kelly Gallagher • 9781760018047

Building on twenty years of teaching English, Kelly Gallagher, author of Reading Reasons, shows how students can be taught to
successfully read a broad range of challenging and difficult texts with deeper levels of comprehension. Kelly also provides guidance
on effective lesson planning that incorporates strategies for deeper reading. Funny, poignant and packed with practical ideas that
work in real classrooms, Deeper Reading is a valuable resource for any teacher whose students need new tools to uncover the riches
found in complex texts.

SHP8047 • $34.95

●

MAKING SENSE: Small-Group Comprehension Lessons for English Language Learners
Juli Kendall, Outey Khuon • 9781760564032

Making Sense provides answers to many common questions asked by teachers of English language learners: How do we organise
small-group comprehension instruction? How do you select books to teach strategies? How do we know our kids are getting it - and
what do we do when they don’t get it? It is an easy-to-use, practical resource for ELD, ESL and ESOL pull-out teachers, and for push-in
teachers working”in-class” to support English language learners. The book’s five main sections are geared to the stages of language
proficiency, and lessons are divided into “younger” and “older” students, spanning Foundation Year to Year 8.

SHP4032 • $29.95
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I READ IT, BUT I DON’T GET IT: Comprehension Strategies for Adolescent Readers
Cris Tovani • 9781760018085

This is a practical, engaging account of how teachers can help adolescents develop new reading comprehension skills. The author
writes with verve and humour about the challenges of working with students at all levels of achievement – from those who have
mastered the art of “fake reading” to university-bound students who struggle with the different demands of content-area textbooks
and novels. In a time when students need increasingly sophisticated reading skills, this book will provide support for teachers who
want to incorporate comprehension instruction into their daily lesson plans without sacrificing content knowledge.

SHP8085 • $34.95
●
●

COMPLEX TEXT DECODED: How to Design Lessons and Use Strategies That Target Authentic Texts
Kathy Tuchman Glass • 9781760015787

Kathy T. Glass presents strategies, activities and assessments that target students’ ability to comprehend complex text in Years 5–10.
You’ll learn the essential elements of unit design and models for lesson planning; specific, step-by-step instruction for teaching
vocabulary; effective questioning techniques; strategies and activities explicitly designed for teaching complex text; and how to
measure text complexity and select appropriate texts that are aligned with curricular goals.

115006 • $35.95

●

GUIDED LISTENING: A Framework for Using Read-aloud and Other Oral Language Experiences to Build
Comprehension Skills and Help Students Record, Share, Value, and Interpret Ideas
Lisa Donohue • 9781760016722

This book offers a practical framework and hands-on, reproducible activities and organisers that students can use to record, share
and value the ideas of others. These tools for organising ideas give student opportunities to identify differences in the norms and
conventions associated with oral language. They free students to listen more attentively, organise their response and watch for the
subtle cues that are an important part of listening.

PBP6722 • $34.95
●

INDEPENDENT READING INSIDE THE BOX, 2ND EDITION
Lisa Donohue • 9781760017620

In this second edition of Independent Reading Inside the Box, Lisa Donohue shares what she has learned from the many teachers
who have used her simple approach to reading response. Lisa describes how teachers can do even more to strengthen student
comprehension, language and thinking skills. Full of new ways to monitor, assess and support students as they are actively engaged
in their reading, the book remains committed to the premise that independent-reading time is purposeful and directly connected to
classroom instruction.

PBP7620 • $29.95
●

READING POWER: Teaching Students to Think While They Read (Revised Edition)
Adrienne Gear • 9781760019969

Ten years ago, Reading Power was launched in a primary school in Vancouver. Since then, it has evolved into a recognised approach
to comprehension instruction and has been implemented across Canada, the US, the UK, Sweden and China. This ground-breaking
approach showed teachers how to make thinking more visible to their students through explicit instruction of five comprehension
strategies: connect, visualise, question, infer and transform.

PBP9969 • $29.95

●
●

TEACHING ARGUMENTS: Rhetorical Comprehension, Critique, and Response
Jennifer Fetcher • 9781760564063

When we analyse and develop arguments, we have to consider more than just the printed words on the page. We have to evaluate
multiple perspectives; the tension between belief and doubt; the interplay of reason, character and emotion; the dynamics of
occasion, audience and purpose; and how our own identities shape what we read and write. Rhetoric teaches us to do these things. In
Teaching Arguments, Jennifer Fletcher provides teachers with engaging classroom activities, writing prompts, graphic organisers and
student samples to help students at all levels read, write, listen, speak and think rhetorically. Teaching Arguments will help students
learn to move beyond superficial response to texts so they can analyse and craft sophisticated, persuasive arguments.

SHP4063 • $35.95
●

CONNECTIONS: Activities for Deductive Thinking (Introductory)
Bonnie Lou Risby • 9781760564407

These imaginative puzzles are designed to sharpen deductive reasoning skills and strengthen the ability to sort through information by
formulating connections. Created with the classroom teacher in mind, the puzzles are both intriguing and easy to fit into lesson plans
for the gifted and talented, as well as many main curricula. Designed for teachers frustrated with complicated logic exercises that are
beyond the scope of one class period, Connections are formatted for success within 50-minute pullout programs. Each puzzle includes
an introduction, clues, grid and an illustration. Exercises are simple to use and gradually present ever-increasing challenges across the
length of the book. Capture students’ attention and challenge their intellectual talents with this first-rate resource.

PRU4407 • $24.95
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JACOB’S LADDER
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Gifted Reading Comprehension Program

Jacob’s Ladder is a reading comprehension program for gifted students. Students progress through an inquiry
process based on targeted reading passages from varied sources and different places around the world that
emphasise the progressive, ongoing development of higher-order thinking skills that are relevant across the
curriculum. This field-tested method of moving from basic understanding to critical analysis of text was developed
by the Center for Gifted Education at the College of William and Mary.
Each book in the standard Jacob’s Ladder Gifted Reading Comprehension Program comprehensively
engages with the Language, Literature and Literacy strands of the Australian Curriculum: English, as well as
touching upon aspects of Humanities and Social Sciences, Mathematics and Science instruction in nonfiction
passages across the series.

EARLY PRIMARY Years F-1 & 1-2
Tasks at the Early Primary level are organised into six skill ladders: Implications and Consequences (A), Generalisations (B),
Themes (C), Creative Synthesis (D), Emotional Development (E) and Word Study (F).

$24.95
Each

EARLY PRIMARY YEARS, F-1

EARLY PRIMARY YEARS, 1-2

The Short Stories sections in the Jacob’s Ladder,
Early Primary books mainly refer to award-winning,
readily-available picture books (not included).
Poetry is drawn from selections by well-known
poets, including A.A. Milne and Lewis Carroll.

The Short Stories sections in the Jacob’s Ladder,
Early Primary books mainly refer to award-winning,
readily-available picture books (not included).
Poetry is drawn from selections by well-known
poets, including William Blake and Edward Lear.
In this book, the Interdisciplinary Connections
section also refers to picture books (not included).

PRU6890

PRU6906

INSIDE THE BOOKS!
TEACHER BOOK
These books provide teachers with an explanation of
the nature and substance of supplementary tasks in
reading comprehension that will help prepare students
for their NAPLAN tests. At the same time, these tasks
will move students from basic reading comprehension
to more critical reading behaviours. Also included are
an overview of the goals and objectives of Jacob’s
Ladder tasks and suggestions for implementation,
giving every teacher of gifted learners the tools
needed to create a successful reading classroom.

STUDENT WORKBOOK
The student workbooks are designed to complement
the Jacob’s Ladder: Primary Years teacher books
by providing a matching, all-in-one resource for
students to record their answers to each exercise.
This allows the teacher to keep all of the student’s
work in the program in one place for ease of
collection, reading and marking. Corresponding to
the activities, students read high-interest passages,
then complete skill ladders connected to the
readings. All of the books, geared to increasing
year levels, include high-interest readings, ladders
to increase reading skill development, and easy-toimplement instructions.
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PRIMARY YEARS 2-3, 4-5 & 5-6
Tasks at the Primary level are organised into four skill ladders: Implications and Consequences (A), Generalisations (B), Themes
(C) and Creative Synthesis (D).
PRIMARY YEARS, 2-3
The Short Stories section of this book includes myths and fables. The Poetry selections include works by
students in similar year levels to those reading the book, as well as pieces by well-known poets. Nonfiction
selections touch on the areas of History, Biology, Geometry, Probability and Sustainability.
PRU6913
STUDENT WORKBOOK: PRU6968
TEACHER AND STUDENT WORKBOOK SET: PRU6800

$29.95

$15.00

STUDENT WORKBOOK SET OF 5: PRU6969
$39.95
EACH

$50.00
EACH

PRIMARY YEARS, 4-5
The Short Stories section of this book includes fables and myths, as well as contributions by students in
the same year level as those reading the book. The Poetry selections include works by students, as well as
pieces by well-known poets. Nonfiction selections touch on the areas of Science,, Mathematics and History.
PRU6920
STUDENT WORKBOOK: PRU6999
BOOK AND STUDENT WORKBOOK SET: PRU6801

$29.95

$15.00

STUDENT WORKBOOK SET OF 5: PRU7000

$39.95
EACH

$50.00
EACH

PRIMARY YEARS, 5-6
The first section of this book includes Fables, Myths, Short Stories and Essays, some written by students
in similar year levels to those reading this book. The Poetry selections include works by students, as well
as pieces by well-known poets. Nonfiction selections touch on the areas
eas off Bi
Biology
B
Biolo
io gy and Mathematics.
PRU6937
STUDENT WORKBOOK: PRU7026
BOOK AND STUDENT WORKBOOK SET: PRU6802

$29.95

$15.00

$39.95
EACH

STUDENT WORKBOOK SET OF 5: PRU7027

$50.00
EACH

SECONDARY YEARS 7–8 & 8–9
Tasks at the Secondary level are organised into six skill ladders: Implications and Consequences (A), Generalisations
(B), Themes (C), Creative Synthesis (D), Emotional Development (E) and Metacognition (F).
SECONDARY YEARS, 8–9

SECONDARY YEARS, 7–8

This book breaks into three sections. The Short
Stories section in Jacob’s Ladder, Secondary
(Years 8–9) includes works by famous authors,
many classics, among them stories by Edgar
Allan Poe, Oscar Wilde and Virginia Woolf.
Poetry is drawn from selections by well-known
poets, including Yeats, Wordsworth, Tennyson
and Shelley. The four works in the Biographies
section give details of the lives of Ada Lovelace,
Marie Curie, Emily Dickinson and Margaret
Mead.

The Short Stories section in Jacob’s Ladder,
Secondary (Years 7–8) includes works by famous
authors, many classics, among them stories by
Anton Chekhov, Mark Twain and O. Henry.
Poetry is drawn from selections by well-known
poets, including Shakespeare, Yeats, William
Blake and Emily Dickinson. The four works in
the Biographies section give details of the lives
of Erwin Schrödinger, Margaret Bourke-White,
Itzhak Perlman and Amartya Sen.
PRU6944 • $39.95

PRU6951 • $39.95

NON FICTION YEARS 3, 4 & 5
JACOB’S LADDER READING COMPREHENSION
PROGRAM: Nonfiction Years 3, 4 and 5
The Jacob’s Ladder Reading Comprehension Program targets reading
comprehension skills in high-ability learners by moving students
through an inquiry process from basic understanding to critical
analyses of texts using a field-tested method developed by the
Center for Gifted Education at William & Mary. Students in Years
3, 4 and 5 will be able to comprehend and analyse any nonfiction
reading passage after completing the activities in these books. Using
skill ladders connected to individual readings related to essays,
articles, comparison documents, infographics and other nonfiction
text, students move from lower-order, concrete thinking skills to
higher-order, critical thinking skills.

PRU3573 • $29.95

PRU3603 • $29.95

PRU3610 • $29.95
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●

APPRENTICESHIP IN LITERACY,
SECOND ED: Transitions Across Reading
and Writing, F–4

●●

SHP7835 • $39.95
●●

CARING HEARTS & CRITICAL MINDS:
Literature, Inquiry and Social Responsibility
Steven Wolk • 9781760017972

Teacher-author Steven Wolk demonstrates
how to integrate inquiry learning, exciting and
contemporary literature and teaching for social
responsibility across the curriculum. He takes
teachers step-by-step through the process of
designing and inquiry-based literature unit and
then provides five full units used in real middleyears classrooms. Featuring a remarkable range of
recommended resources and hundreds of novels from across the literary
genres, this book gives teachers a blueprint for creating dynamic units
with rigorous lessons about topics kids care about.

SHP7972 • $39.95
●●

Every teacher wants and expects his or her
students to be reading increasingly complex texts,
yet sometimes the gap between our expectations
and our students’ abilities seems wide and deep.
It’s tempting to look at that gap and step in to fill
it for them, but then we’d be doing most of the
“heavy lifting”—the understanding, analysis, and
interpretation that our students should be learning

●

SHP8122 • $35.95

THINKING TOOLS FOR YOUNG
READERS AND WRITERS: Strategies to
Promote Higher Literacy in Grades 2-8

Tim Gillespie, who has taught in public schools
for almost four decades, has found the lenses
of literacy criticism a powerful tool for helping
students tackle challenging literary texts. Doing
Literary Criticism gives each theory its own chapter
with a brief, teacher-friendly overview and a
history of the approach, along with an in-depth
discussion of its benefits and limitations. Each
chapter also includes ideas for classroom practices
and activities. Using stories from his own English classes Tim provides a
wealth of specific classroom-tested suggestions for discussion, essay and
research topics, recommended texts, exam questions and more.

SHP6746 • $39.95

TEACHING DISCIPLINARY LITERACY:
Using Video Records of Practice to
Improve Secondary Teacher Preparation
Amy Bacevich, Deanna Birdyshaw, Charles W. Peters •
9781760560003

This practical guide will help teachers and their
instructors and coaches to use videos as a resource
to improve teaching. Derived from the authors’
research and experience in a teacher preparation
program using video records of practice as a
core element for reflection and growth, the book
focuses on five disciplinary literacy strategies to
help teachers identify and develop high-leverage teaching practices
across a range of subject areas. Samples lessons, protocols for leading
discussions based on videos and methods for making informed decisions
are included in this book.

TCP0003 • $45.95
●

Carol Booth Olson • 9781760568658

This book shows teachers how to help young readers
and writers construct meaning from and with texts.
This practical resource offers a rich array of researchbased teaching strategies, activities and extended
lessons focused on the “thinking tools” employed by
experienced readers and writers. It shows teachers
how to draw on the natural connections between
reading and writing, and how cognitive strategies can be embedded into the
teaching of narrative, informational and argumentative texts. Including artefacts
and written work produced by students across the year levels, the authors
connect the cognitive and affective domains for full student engagement.

DOING LITERARY CRITICISM: Helping
Students Engage with Challenging Texts
Tim Gillespie • 9781760016746

●

In this book the author takes the long view, reminding
us that standards come and go but what remains
constant is the need to stay true to what we know
works in the teaching of reading, writing, speaking,
and listening. Kelly surveys the current teaching
landscape and finds that more needs to be done.
Amid the frenzy of trying to teach to a new set of
standards, Kelly Gallagher reminds us that instruction should be anchored
around one guiding question: what is in the best interest of our students?

●

for themselves.

SHP4094 • $29.95

IN THE BEST INTEREST OF STUDENTS:
Staying True to What Works in the ELA
Classroom
Kelly Gallagher • 9781760018122

READERS FRONT AND CENTER: Helping
All Students Engage with Complex Texts
Dorothy Barnhouse • 9781760564094

Linda Dorn,Tammy Jones • 9781760017835

An apprenticeship approach to literacy
emphasises the role of the teacher in providing
demonstrations, engaging children, monitoring
their understanding, providing timely support and
ultimately withdrawing that support as the child
gains independence. This new edition details the
seven principles of apprenticeship learning and
helps F–4 teachers implement and assess guided
reading, assisted writing, literature discussion groups, word study lessons
and literacy centres.

● Primary
● Secondary

INTERACTIONS IN ECOLOGY AND
LITERATURE: Integrated Science and
English Lessons for Advanced Learners in
Years 2-5
Tamra Stambaugh, Eric Fecht, Emily Mofield •
9781760567217

Interactions in Ecology and Literature integrates
ecology with the concepts of interactions and the
reading of fictional and informational texts. This unit is
aligned to the Australian Curriculum for both English
and Science, and can be used as part of a Year 2-3
gifted program or an in-depth unit for Years 4-5.

PRU7217 • $55.95

TCP8658 • $37.95
●●

POWERFUL UNDERSTANDING: Helping Students Explore, Question, and Transform Their Thinking about
Themselves and the World Around Them
Adrienne Gear • 9781760568504

Powerful Understanding explores effective ways to build social emotional skills and help students make connections, question what
they read and transform their thinking as they develop into stronger readers and learners. Transforming students’ concepts of self
and understanding of others and the world around them is the main focus of this remarkable book. It offers insightful lessons that
integrate strategic and critical thinking to deepen student understanding, and introduces a model to use for exploring, interacting
with and reflecting on everything you teach. This remarkable book features the tools teachers need to help students think more
deeply, learn more widely and develop a more powerful understanding of what it means to be a responsible and compassionate
person.

PBP8504 • $32.95
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30 STRATEGIES TO BUILD LITERACY SKILLS:
Engagement at Every Level of Thinking!

●

Eric Jensen, Leann Nickelsen • 9781760012847

This book encourages student mastery of the curriculum
standards for English. Using this practical resource
you will understand the components of engaged
classrooms and create an environment where students
are active participants in their learning; teach students
to engage emotionally with text and retain and explain
what they’ve read; distinguish between top-down,
passive classrooms and two-way, engaged-for-success
classrooms that promote higher-level thinking and
learning; and support lesson plans with activities, lists and other reproducibles.

LET’S FIND OUT! BUILDING CONTENT
KNOWLEDGE WITH YOUNG CHILDREN
Susan Kempton • 9781760018146

Teaacher Susan Kempton talks about the
importance of helping children build the content
knowledge that is critical to educational success.
She shows how she capitalises on children’s
natural curiosity and uses various tools – literature
(particularly nonfiction), visuals, living and nonliving artefacts, drawing, song, movement,
dramatisation – to develop language, concepts and
basic literacy skills. As their foundation becomes
richer, children’s talk, writing and options for reading expand and flourish.

SOT2847 • $32.95

SHP8146 • $43.95

●●

●●

LIFE’S LITERACY LESSONS: Stories and
Poems for Teachers

● Primary
● Secondary

ACHIEVING NEXT GENERATION
LITERACY

Steven Layne • 9781760017439

Laurie Rubin • 9781760560140

This poignant collection of stories and poems
honours literacy educators for the often difficult
and always essential work they do with students of
all ages. Life’s Literacy Lessons, a modern classic,
now includes stories as well as new poems. From
reading aloud to grammar, from handwriting to
standards, Steven Layne highlights the challenges
and rewards that inspire today’s teachers. Whether
you read them to inspire or entertain, these
delightful stories and poems are sure to capture your imagination.

As a teacher, what you want most is for your
students to learn – to immerse themselves in
rich and challenging content and leave your
classroom better prepared for school and life. In
English and humanities, this includes developing
the multifaceted reading, writing, thinking
and communication skills that constitute next
generation literacy. But as a teacher, you also
know how much is riding on THOSE TESTS –
achievement tests from the national assessment consortia, the NAPLAN
and GAT, and independent state assessments.

SHP7439 • $25.95
●●

116023 • $35.95

OPENING MINDS: Using Language to
Change Lives

●●

In his groundbreaking book Choice Words, Peter
Johnston demonstrated how the things teachers
say (and don’t say) have surprising consequences
for the literate lives of students. Now, in Opening
Minds: Using Language to Change Lives, Peter
shows how the words teachers choose affect the
worlds students inhabit in the classroom, and
ultimately their futures. He explains how to engage
children with more productive talk and to create
classrooms that support not only students’ intellectual development but
also their development as human beings.

SHP0263 • $19.95
●

STARTING STRONG: Evidence-Based Early
Literacy Practices
Katrin Blamey, Katherine Beauchat • 9781760562816

Showing teachers how to use four proven
instructional approaches to improve their teaching
practice in all areas of early literacy. The authors guide
you in figuring out what to teach and how to find the
most instructionally sound method to teach it. With
chapters on oral language, vocabulary, phonological
awareness, word recognition, comprehension and
writing skills, this comprehensive book explains
each skill and provides research-based strategies for
targeting each area.

SHP2816 • $39.95
●●

LITERACY OUT LOUD: Creating Vibrant
Classrooms
Terry Anne Campbell, Michelle E McMartin • 9781760562816

How can teachers create a lively social network
of literacy learning where talk is the foundation?
How can classroom talk be encouraged and guided
so that students become fluent and effective oral
communicators? This book proposes everyday
activities that will answer these questions and help
literacy flourish. The authors recognise the important
role “talk” plays in developing the reading and
writing abilities that students need. The book offers
strategies where oral language takes centre stage
and is fostered through engaging activities in F-8 classrooms. Literacy Out
Loud argues that listening and speaking, or talk, is at the heart of a vibrant
classroom. It shows teachers how to nurture dynamic classroom talk that is
essential in its own right and makes all learning possible.

PBP8481 • $32.95

LITERACY 101
David Booth • 9781760562939

Peter H Johnston • 9781760560263

In this expansive survey, David Booth answers
question from teachers like you about turning
research and theory into effective best practice.
Teachers will find the answers they need and can
use on almost any topic from phonics and words
walls, using traditional texts to comics, songs and
the internet, and using testing as a teaching tool
to creating a classroom community that is both
diverse and welcoming. But this is more than just
a guide - it’s also the compelling story of one
teacher’s journey through literacy. David writes frankly about what has
worked and not worked for him over the years, and how what looks good
on paper may need to be adapted for a real classroom.

PBP2939 • $29.95
●●

SCHOOLS OF PROMISE FOR MULTILINGUAL
STUDENTS: Transforming Literacies,
Learning, and Lives
Althier M. Lazer, Patricia Ruggiano Schmidt • 9781760569273

Readers will meet administrators, teachers, caregivers
and community members who are working together
to advance students’ learning. They do this through
varied school-wide initiatives that include caring for
students in authentic ways, developing students’ home
and academic languages, recruiting caregivers and
community members to mentor students, establishing
positive and respectful climates, providing rigorous
instructional interventions, and inviting students to take
leadership roles. This book will inspire you to see the possibilities for humanising
schools with the ultimate goal of creating such environments for all learners.

TCP9273 • $42.95
●●

TEACHING THE BEST PRACTICE WAY:
Methods That Matter, K-12
Harvey Daniels, Marilyn Bizar • 9781760566920

This book presents seven basic teaching structures that
make classrooms more active, experiential, collaborative,
democratic and cognitive, while simultaneously meeting
best practice standards across learning areas and
throughout the year levels. Each chapter begins with an
essay providing its historical background and research
results and then describing the structure’s vital features.
Sharing new research studies that validate the principles
and activities of best practice teaching, along with lists
SHP6920 • $32.95 of recommended materials that support each of the
seven methods.
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ON THE SAME PAGE: Shared Reading Beyond the Primary Grades
Janet Allen • 9781760016425

If you have enjoyed the increased engagement and motivation that accompany reading with your students and wondered how to
extend those benefits throughout the day, this book offers support for using this approach as a foundation for learning across content
areas. Exploring the use of shared reading as an instructional approach for readers and writers at all levels of language proficiency.
Janet Allen provides research, resources, practical ideas and strategies for building from shared reading to increase students’ literate
experiences in a variety of curricular and instructional areas. Enriched with extensive appendices of additional resources, graphic
organisers, suggested reading lists and teaching guides.

SHP6425 • $39.95
●
●

READ, WRITE, LEAD: Breakthrough Strategies For Schoolwide Literacy Success
Regie Routman • 9781760013448

Literacy is an integral part of our lives, whether we are students or adult professionals. Giving all educators the breadth of knowledge
and practical tools that help students strengthen their literacy skills is the focus of Read, Write, Lead. This book offers time-tested
advice on how to develop a school-wide learning culture that leads to more effective reading and writing across the curriculum.
In their own voices, teachers, principals, literary specialists and students offer real-life examples of changes that led to dramatic
improvement in literacy skills and – perhaps just as important – increased joy in teaching and learning.

113016 • $39.95
●

TO LOOK CLOSELY: Science and Literacy in the Natural World
Laurie Rubin • 9781760017781

Laurie Rubin demonstrates how nature study can help students become careful, intentional observers of all they see, growing into
stronger readers, writers, mathematicians and scientists in the process. Filled with student journal entries, narratives and poems
inspired by experiences in the natural world, To Look Closely will encourage you to become a careful observer of your own “sit spots”
outdoors and to embrace nature study for a year – or for whatever part of a year is possible for you.

SHP7781 • $35.95

●
●

TOOLS FOR TEACHING CONTENT LITERACY
Janet Allen • 9781760016418

An ideal support for teachers who want to improve their reading instruction across the curriculum. Tools for Teaching Content Literacy
is designed as a ready reference for content reading and writing instruction. Each of the 33 strategies includes a brief description and
purpose for each strategy, a research base that documents the origin and effectiveness of the strategy, graphic organisers to support
the lesson and classroom vignettes to illustrate the strategy in use. Tools highlights effective instructional strategies and innovative
ideas to help you design lessons that meet your students’ academic needs as well as content standards, providing a quick reference
when implementing standards, designing assessment or evaluating resources for literacy instruction.

SHP6418 • $25.95
●
●

MORE TOOLS FOR TEACHING CONTENT LITERACY
Janet Allen • 9781760016395

This book extends this treasure trove with 25 new instructional strategies using the same format. Each of the strategies includes a brief
description of the instructional tool; an exploration of how and why the tool would be used for instruction in content classes; graphic
organisers, models and step-by-step instructions to support using and adapting the instructional strategy; and a research based that
documents the origin, adaptations and related reading for understanding the effectiveness of the strategy. A handy reference that
provides instant access to succinct descriptions, practical strategies and manageable assessments, allowing teachers to save time and
be more flexible and confident in meeting students’ needs.

SHP6395 • $25.95
●
●

WHATEVER HAPPENED TO LANGUAGE ARTS? IT’S ALIVE AND WELL AND PART OF SUCCESSFUL
LITERACY CLASSROOMS EVERYWHERE
David Booth • 9781760563066

This inspiring book looks at literacy techniques that have ranged over the years from group reading to language experience to whole
language to synthetic phonics to balanced literacy to reading and writing workshops. Each chapter begins with a glimpse into a
modern classroom where a remarkable teacher is engaged in a significant literacy event that inspires and motivates students. The
book features a dozen vignettes of these outstanding teachers in action and reflects on what has happened in the past that informed
their successful classroom practice.

PBP3066 • $29.95
●
●

LITERACY ESSENTIALS: Engagement, Excellence, and Equity for All Learners
Reggie Routman • 9781760566753

How do we ensure that all students are engaged each day in meaningful, challenging and joyful work and have equal opportunity
to learn? That is the central question Regie Routman addresses in Literacy Essentials: Engagement, Excellence, and Equity for All
Learners. Based on her ongoing teaching, leading and coaching in diverse schools and districts, Regie offers K-12 teachers and
leaders practical, easy-to-implement tools to help students develop as self-determining readers, writers and learners. Literacy
Essentials shows what’s possible when teachers and schools raise expectations for all students and create an intellectual culture based
on trust, collaborative expertise and celebration of learners’ strengths.

SHP6753 • $65.00
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TOTAL LITERACY TECHNIQUES: Tools to Help Students Analyze Literature and Informational Texts
Keely Potter,William Himmele, Persida Himmele • 9781760015756

The authors present literacy as an interconnected process that involves emotions, cognition and multiple opportunities for developing
higher-order thinking. With this in mind, they present tools for helping students develop academic language, become avid and
analytical readers, engage with literature and informational texts, discuss texts and write about texts in clear and cogent ways.
Each chapter includes reflections from real teachers and students who share their own literacy practices and journeys, bringing the
practices to life.

114009 • $32.95
●

COLLABORATIVE TEACHER LITERACY TEAMS, K–6: Connecting Professional Growth to Student Achievement
Elaine K McEwan-Adkins • 9781743303375

Tasked with teaching literacy skills to students, teachers face a variety of assessment instruments, hundreds of programs and curricula,
a vast continuum of students’ needs, and a limited amount of time available for professional development to master this sizable body
of knowledge and instructional expertise. This book shows teachers how to work together in their year-level teams to maximise their
literacy learning and make the right instructional and curricular choices for the students in their classrooms.

SOT3375 • $35.95

●

STORY: Still the Heart of Literacy Learning
Katie Egan Cunningham • 9781760016586

Stories surround us, support us and sustain us. We see and hear them when walking down the street, on our digital newsfeeds, in our
interactions with one another, in the ways our students play and in literature, poetry, music, images, multimedia and dramatic works.
While acknowledging the importance of teaching strategies to read different kinds of text, to write across genres, and to speak and
listen with purpose, the author reminds us that when we bridge strategy with the power of story, we deepen literacy learning and
foster authentic engagement.

SHP6586 • $35.95
●

“THIS IS A GREAT BOOK!”
Shelley Stagg Peterson, Larry Swartz • 9781760017750

Based on extensive research, this highly readable book explores a wide range of recommended titles that cover a spectrum of
developmental stages for readers of chapter books to young adult novels. It presents novels around popular themes and features
guest voices that include innovative teachers, librarians, booksellers and students. Numerous activities and literacy events form the
core of this valuable resource. Reproducible pages include response activities, reflection tools, assessment profiles and inventories
for easy classroom use.

PBP7750 • $29.95
●
●

TEACHING GLOBALLY: Reading the World Through Literature
Short, Day, Schroeder • 9781760560317

The authors of this book bring together fourteen educators who use global children’s literature to help students explore their own
cultural identities as they inquire into global cultures. Teaching Globally is filled with vignettes from F-8 urban and rural schools that
describe successes and struggles, as well as real examples of students responding to global literature. Lists of book recommendations,
websites and professional books, as well as an appendix of global text sets complete this must-have resource.

SHP0317 • $39.95

●
●

BALANCED LITERACY ESSENTIALS: Weaving Theory into Practice for Successful Instruction in Reading,
Writing, and Talk
Terry Campbell, Michelann Parr • 9781760562953

Showing teachers how to navigate their way through the language and literacy block as they focus on ten literacy essentials. It offers
a comprehensive approach to literacy instruction that puts students at the centre of the learning process. Anchored in sound theory,
this practical book promotes a literacy program that balances the components of English with the power of meaningful interaction
with students. This timely resource is full of useful strategies for nurturing reading, writing and talk in today’s classrooms.

PBP2953 • $29.95
●
●

I’VE GOT IT! READING & LITERATURE: Easy-to-use Assessments to Show Proof of Mastery
Marjorie Frank, Jill Norris • 9781760562380

I’ve Got It! Reading and Literature provides reproducible activities to assess students’ mastery of essential reading and comprehension
skills. The tasks, each just a single page, begin with a basic knowledge question and move to higher-level questions that require
students to apply the skill and think critically.

INA2380 • $19.95
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●

YEAR 3, YEAR 4 AND YEAR 5

These books provide gifted and advanced learners
challenging activities to master and engage with the
Australian Curriculum: English through four mini units.
Each mini unit is packed with activities and practice
problems that enrich and extend year-level content
for Year 3, 4 or 5. Included texts have messages
and characters that are developmentally suitable for
students. Through higher-order reasoning questions,
resulting discussions and student-created products
associated with these texts, gifted and advanced
students’ needs are met while still maintaining
messages and characters to which students can relate.
●●

MAKING EVERY ENGLISH LESSON
COUNT: Six Principles to Support Great
Reading and Writing

PRU4181 • $49.95

●

Andy Tharby • 9781760566470

Writing in the style of the award-winning Making
Every Lesson Count, Andy Tharby returns with an
offering of gimmick-free advice that combines the
time-honoured wisdom of excellent English teachers
with the most useful evidence from cognitive science.
Making Every Lesson Count is underpinned by six
pedagogical principles - challenge, explanation, modelling, practice,
feedback and questioning - and provides simple, realistic classroom
strategies to bring the teaching of conceptual knowledge, vocabulary
and challenging literature to the foreground. In an age of educational
quick fixes, assessment reform and ever-moving goalposts, this precise
and timely book provides practical solutions to perennial problems and
inspires a rich, challenging and evidence-informed approach to English

CRH6470 • $37.95
●

10 PROJECTS FOR THE PBL CLASSROOM:
English
Todd Stanley • 9781760564346

This book provides 10 ready-made projects designed
to help students achieve higher levels of thinking
and develop 21st-century skills. Projects are aligned
to the Australian Curriculum, allowing students to
explore and be creative as well as gain enduring
understanding. Each project represents a type of
performance assessment, including portfolios, oral
presentations, research papers, and exhibitions.
Included for each project is a suggested calendar to allow teacher
scheduling, mini-lessons that allow students to build capacity and gain
understanding, as well as multiple rubrics to objectively assess student
performance.

PRU4346 • $32.95
●●

USING THE COMMON CORE STATE
STANDARDS FOR ENGLISH LANGUAGE
ARTS WITH GIFTED AND ADVANCED
LEARNERS

PRU4198 • $49.95

PRU4204 • $49.95

QUESTIONING STRATEGIES TO ACTIVATE
STUDENT THINKING: (Quick Reference
Guide)
Jackie Acree Walsh • 9781760568283

When planned and executed in a strategic manner,
classroom questioning has high potential for
engaging all learners in thinking and speaking
related to learning goals. This guide will help teachers
connect students to learning goals, hold all students
accountable for responding, scaffold and support
student thinking, encourage student questions and self-assessment, and
use student responses as feedback to inform teaching and learning.

QRG117054 • $19.95
Buy 10-49 copies and save 10%, 50-99 copies for 20%, 100+ copies for 30%.
visit www.hbe.com.au/quick-reference-guides.html to buy in bulk!
●●

FLIPPED LEARNING FOR ENGLISH
INSTRUCTION
Aaron Sams, Jonathan Bergmann • 9781760017521

This book helps real English teachers deal with the
realities of teaching in an increasingly interconnected
and digital world. Each chapter explores practical
ways to bring flipped learning into the English
classroom, including: How to flip your class, and
the four hurdles to flipping (thinking, technology,
time and training); How your approach to planning
changes as you implement flipped learning; What
tech tools are available for English teachers to flip their classes; How to
teach reading, writing, grammar and vocabulary in the flipped classroom;
How English teachers can give students more ownership and choice in
their learning.

IST7521 • $19.95
●●

A TEACHER’S GUIDE TO: Using the
Common Core State Standards With Gifted
and Advanced Learners in the English
Language Arts
Shaunessy-Dedrick, Hughes-Lynch, Kettler, VanTassel-Baska •
9781743303535

This book provides teachers and administrators
examples and strategies to implement the Common
Core State Standards (CCSS) with advanced learners
at all stages of development in F–12 schools. Using
the Common Core State Standards for English
Language Arts With Gifted and Advanced Learners describes – and
demonstrates with specific examples from the CCSS – what effective
differentiated activities in English look like for top learners.

This book provides a blueprint for differentiating
the CCSS for ELA for gifted and advanced students
through the use of acceleration, depth, complexity
and creativity within and across the year levels. It
illustrates the differences between learning experiences for typical and
advanced students based on the same standard and provides an array
of examples across five of the information text and literary text standards
while integrating the other aspects of English teaching and learning. The
book highlights implementation features, such as classroom management
and assessment of student work, that allow teachers to make data-based
decisions about instruction for particular students.

PRU4235 • $24.95

PRU3535 • $49.95

Joyce VanTassel-Baska • 9781743304235
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GENIUS HOUR: Passion Projects That Ignite Innovation and Student Inquiry
Andi McNair • 9781760017408

Presented through an easy-to-follow six-step strategy, teachers will utilise the six Ps - passion, plan, pitch, project product
and presentation - as a map for students to follow as they create, design and carry out projects. Students will experience
personalised learning through these self-driven projects, application of standards and real-world skills, and opportunities to
learn through failure and reflection. The book includes handouts, suggested online resources, and tips and tricks to make the
Genius Hour process meaningful for students and manageable for educators.

PRU7408 • $24.95

●

LITERATURE ACTIVITIES TEENS ACTUALLY LOVE: Authentic Projects for the English Classroom
Anne Goudvis, Stephanie Harvey • 9781760564452

Instead of asking literature to meet the recreational, cultural and of course educational needs of today’s youth, Literature
Activities Teens Actually Love empowers teachers to help students work with literature on their own terms in order to rediscover
the joys it holds. Through a variety of innovative and highly engaging projects, this book will develop a new lens through which
to view literature and its study, showing students that literature can entertain even as it cultivates their higher-order thinking
skills. Using their technological skills to move from print to non-print assessments, students will have the opportunity to explore
the text with a greater degree of ownership over the process, resulting in autonomous learners.

PRU4452 • $21.95

●
●

STRATEGIES THAT WORK, THIRD EDITION: Teaching Comprehension for Understanding, Engagement,
and Building Knowledge, Grades K-8
Anne Goudvis, Stephanie Harvey • 9781760563943

In this new edition of their ground-breaking book Strategies That Work, Stephanie Harvey and Anne Goudvis share the work and
thinking they’ve done since the second edition came out a decade ago. They offer new perspectives on how to explicitly teach
thinking strategies to that students become engaged, thoughtful, independent readers. Since the first publication of Strategies
That Work, more than a million teachers have benefited from Steph and Anne’s practical advice on creating classrooms that
are incubators for deep thought. This third edition is a must have resource for a generation of new teachers - and a welcome
refresher for those with dog-eared copies of this timeless guide to teaching comprehension.

SHP3943 • $49.95

●
●

CREATIVE CURRICULUM EXTENDERS: Years 3–5
Laurie Stolmack Eaton • 9781760017286

Creative Curriculum Extenders: Differentiated Projects for the English Classroom is an easy-to-use source of reading and writing
literacy activities to help teachers differentiate instruction. Each page has four in-depth, open-ended and varied project choices,
allowing students to pick a project that fits their needs, ability level and learning style. The book includes activities in the areas
of novels, poetry, persuasive communications and autobiography, among others. Using the creative and diverse activities in this
book, teachers can extend content, build specific skills and guide students to pursue their unique goals and passions

PRU7286 • $29.95

●
●

CONTEMPORARY PERSPECTIVES ON LITERACY SERIES (SET OF 4)
In the Contemporary Perspectives on Literacy series, editor Heidi Hayes Jacobs and a team of authors from
around the globe explore the three new literacies – global literacy, media literacy and digital literacy. Using the
four books in this ground-breaking series, educators in every school will be able to bring their classrooms into the
21st century.

SOT1200 • $99.00
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●

BE THAT TEACHER! Breaking the Cycle for Struggling Readers
Doris Walker-Dalhouse, Victoria Risko • 9781743306567

This book shows how teachers can provide the type of differentiated instruction that struggling readers need by drawing on
students’ individual and cultural backgrounds, as well as the results of classroom-based diagnostic and progress-monitoring
assessment measures. The authors include authentic examples and case studies from diverse primary and intermediate/middle years
classrooms to show how instruction can be implemented and adjusted to accommodate students’ individual differences. Classroom
teachers, reading specialists, reading coaches and prospective teachers are invited to analyse and reflect about each case presented
to help them provide the type of instruction that will change the trajectory for students who continue to fail in reading.

TCP6567 • $35.95
●

DIFFERENTIATING INSTRUCTION WITH MENUS: English for Years 3–6, Second Edition
Laurie Westphal • 9781743307342

Differentiating Instruction With Menus: English for Years 3–6 offers teachers everything needed to create a student-centred learning
environment based on choice. This book provides four different types of menus that students can use to select exciting products that
they will develop so teachers can assess what has been learned – instead of using a traditional worksheet format. Topics addressed
include genres, popular novels and mechanics.

PRU7342 • $29.95

●

100 MINUTES: Making Every Minute Count in the Literacy Block
Lisa Donohue • 9781760016685

This timely book shows teachers how to fit balanced literacy into a daily 100-minute literacy block using a framework of whole-class
instruction and focused small-group sessions, combined with independent work. By chunking a literacy block into three distinct
sections, this practical resource argues that it is possible to provide opportunities for students to engage in all aspects of literacy.
This book shows teachers how to manage a literacy block in which students have choice and voice in their learning, capitalise on
their own strengths, identify areas for growth and set personal learning goals.

PBP6685 • $34.95
●
●

THERE’S ROOM FOR ME HERE: Literacy Workshop in the Middle School
Kyle Gonzalez, Janet Allen • 9781760016456

In this book you will see how one middle school teacher sets up her literacy classroom, offers intervention and support for struggling
students and assesses their progress. Rich in description of Kyle’s successes, the book also looks honestly at why some practices were
ineffective in her setting. This book includes record-keeping forms, extensive bibliographies of literature for shared and independent
reading, professional materials and resource information, and samples of strategy lessons all embedded in this engaging story of a
teacher’s first three years building a literacy workshop in her classroom.

SHP6456 • $39.95
●
●

ENGAGING MINDS IN ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS CLASSROOMS
Mary Jo Fresch, Michael P Ford, Michael F Opitz 9781760012717

In this book, Mary Jo Fresch shows how you can use the joyful learning framework introduced in Engaging Minds in the Classroom
to better engage students in reading, writing, speaking, listening and other elements of English learning. She provides innovative
instructional approaches for diverse students at all year levels, linking the strategies to the research that demonstrates the effects
of motivation and engagement on student success. Educators aiming to meet the multiple challenges of standards, assessments,
EAL/D instruction and achievement gaps have more reasons than ever before to attend to this crucial aspect of learning.

113021 • $16.95
●
●

DEEP DISCOURSE [DVD/CD/FACILITATOR’S GUIDE]
Sandi Novak, Cara Slattery • 9781760565794

Expanding on the book Deep Discourse, this video workshop shows real students and real classrooms in action. Ideal for K–12
teachers, principals, literacy leaders, and district administrators, the DVD explores the student-led discussion framework and
demonstrates how to use it at any grade level to ensure learners develop critical-thinking, problem-solving, and self-directed
learning skills.

SOT5794 • $195.95

●
●

REACHING & TEACHING THEM ALL: Making Quick and Lasting Connections with Every Student in Your Classroom
Amanda Yuill • 9781760568511

Whether students are outgoing or withdrawn, are defiant or inattentive, have developmental disabilities or suffer from mental illness,
connecting with them is the key to teaching them. This remarkable book shows you how to connect with students, get to know
what makes them tick and discover what makes them behave and learn the way they do (or don’t). Reaching & Teaching Them All
shows you how to use body language, humour, shared experiences and curriculum to engage students, manage the classroom and
support learning. This comprehensive approach to improving your students’ learning environment in your classroom is full of fresh
strategies for F-12. New and experienced teachers will find valuable insights, checklists and tools for reaching individual students,
small groups and a whole class.

PBP8511 • $32.95
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THE DAILY 5: Fostering Literacy Independence in the Primary Years, 2nd ed.
Joan Moser, Gail Boushey • 9781760013721

This book retains the core literacy components that made the first edition one of the most widely read books in education and
enhances these practices based on years of further experience in classrooms and compelling new brain research. It provides a way
for any teacher to structure literacy (and now maths) time to increase student independence and allow for individualised attention in
small groups and one-on-one. It gives teachers everything they need to launch and sustain the daily 5, including materials and setup,
model behaviours, detailed lesson plans, specific tips for implementing each component and solutions to common challenges.

SHP3721 • $39.95

●

THE CAFE BOOK: Engaging All Students in Daily Literacy Assessment & Instruction
Joan Moser, Gail Boushey • 9781760013684

CAFE is an acronym for Comprehension, Accuracy, Fluency and Expand vocabulary. The system includes goal-setting with students,
posting of goals on a whole-class board, developing small-group instruction based on clusters of students with similar goals and
focusing whole-class instruction on emerging student needs. It does not require expensive materials, complicated training or
complete changes to current classroom literacy approaches. Rather, it provides a structure for conferring with students, a language
for talking about reading development and a system for tracking growth and fostering student independence.

SHP3684 • $39.95

●
●

YOU’VE GOT TO REACH THEM TO TEACH THEM: Hard Facts About the Soft Skills of Student Engagement
Mary Kim Schreck • 9781742391885

Standards, curricula and assessment have been built and rebuilt to provide excellence and achievement. Now we’re faced with the one
variable that can turn all this effort into ash: the students. Navigate the hot topic of student engagement with a true expert. The author explores
the many factors involved in bringing out the best in students, such as relationships, emotions, environment and expectations. Discover how
to create an environment in which students feel confident and safe enough to take risks, make mistakes and immerse themselves in learning
experiences. Above all, become empowered to demand an authentic joy for learning in your classroom.

SOT1885 • $32.95

●

CHOICE WORDS: How Our Language Affects Children’s Learning
Peter Johnston • 9781760018009

In productive classrooms, teachers don’t just teach children skills: they build emotionally and relationally healthy learning
communities. Teachers create intellectual environments that produce not only technically competent students, but also caring,
secure, actively literate human beings. Choice Words shows how teachers accomplish this using their most powerful teaching tool:
language. Throughout, Peter Johnston provides examples of apparently ordinary words, phrases and uses of language that are
pivotal in the orchestration of the classroom.

SHP8009 • $19.95

●
●

BAN THE BOOK REPORT: Promoting Frequent and Enthusiastic Reading
Graham Foster • 9781760562984

Ban the Book Report argues that the main purpose of reading assignments is to encourage rather than discourage reading. This practical book
inspires teachers to go beyond narrow and analytical book reports by exploring the potential of oral and visual activities. It offers response
assignments that are more closely aligned with the reasons that people read -; to explore personal interests, to make important emotional
connections and to enjoy themselves. A comprehensive analysis of the expectations and possibilities of independent reading, Ban the Book
Report is ideal for teachers who value showing as well as telling to engage students in thoughtful personal response.

PBP2984 • $29.95

●

ASSESSMENT IN PERSPECTIVE: Focusing on the Reader Behind the Numbers
Tammy Mulligan, Clare Landrigan • 9781760016791

Assessment in Perspective is about moving beyond the numbers and using assessment to find the stories of our readers. This book
helps teachers sort through the myriad of available assessments and use each to understand different facets of their readers. It
discusses how to use a range of assessment types – from reading conference notes and student work to running records and state
tests – together to uncover the strengths and weaknesses of a reader. The authors share a framework for thinking about the purpose,
method and types of different assessment.

SHP6791 • $34.95
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●
●

COMMON LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT FOR ENGLISH LEARNERS
Margo Gottlieb • 9781743300435

Learn how to plan, implement and evaluate common language assessments for your English learners. With this step-by-step
guide, teachers, school leaders, and administrators will find organising principles, lead questions and action steps all directing
you towards collaborative assessment. Yield meaningful information for and about EL learning preferences, build student selfassessment, and inform your instructional decision making based on reliable results.

SOT0435 • $32.95

●
●

LITERACY STRATEGIES FOR ENGLISH LEARNERS IN CORE CONTENT SECONDARY CLASSROOMS
Calderon, Trejo, Montenegro • 9781760561703

Motivate English learners to boost proficiency with confidence. This book focuses on instructional strategies that integrate
language, literacy and content across all subject areas in secondary education. Presenting instructional methods within the
framework of the Common Core and other education standards, the authors demonstrate how rigorous instruction can help
amplify student’ self-worth and promote more significant learning to ensure all students thrive.

SOT1703 • $41.25

●
●

CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION THAT WORKS WITH ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS, 2ND ED
Kirsten Miller, Jane Hill • 9781760012762

In this book, the authors take the re-energised strategies from the second edition of Classroom Instruction That Works and
apply them to students in the process of acquiring English. New features in this edition include the Thinking Language Matrix,
the Academic Language Framework, suggestions for helping students develop oral language for improved writing, and tips
for teaching that emphasise key points and facilitate instructional planning. Whether your students are learning English as a
second language or are native English speakers who need help with language development, this practical, research-based book
provides the guidance for better results.

114004 • $32.95

●

TEACHING YOUR SECONDARY ELLS THE ACADEMIC LANGUAGE OF TESTS: Focusing on English
Language Arts
Mary Jo Fresch, Michael P Ford, Michael F Opitz 9781742393230

Evidence-based, teacher-friendly lesson plans provide a practical framework for ensuring diverse learners have the same
opportunity to achieve. This manual also supports English language arts teachers in providing instruction for content-specific
language skills. Each lesson plan provides background information for the teacher, implications for high-stakes testing, a list of
materials, academic vocabulary, and activities. Graphic organisers accompany many of the lesson plans. Geared for students
in Years 6–12, the teaching strategies included in this book are varied and differentiated to meet the needs of diverse English
language learners.

SOT3230 • $37.95

●
●

WHATEVER HAPPENED TO LANGUAGE ARTS? IT’S ALIVE AND WELL AND PART OF SUCCESSFUL LITERACY
CLASSROOMS EVERYWHERE
David Booth • 9781760563066

This inspiring book shows teachers how reading and writing instruction has evolved - where we were, where we are and where
we can go in literacy learning. It looks at literacy techniques that have ranged over the years from group reading to language
experience to whole language to synthetic phonics to balanced literacy to reading and writing workshops. Each chapter begins
with a glimpse into a modern classroom where a remarkable teacher is engaged in a significant literacy event that inspires
and motivates students. The book features a dozen vignettes of these outstanding teachers in action and reflects on what has
happened in the past that informed their successful classroom practice.

PBP3066 • $29.95
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BECOMING A LITERACY LEADER: Supporting Learning and Change
Jennifer Allen • 9781760016593

Becoming a Literacy Leader chronicles the work of Jennifer Allen, a primary school teacher who moved to a new school and a
new job as a literacy specialist, and found herself tackling everything from teacher study groups to state-mandated assessment
plans. The book is rooted in Jennifer’s belief that teachers know what they need when it comes to professional development
in literacy, and the best literacy leaders are those who listen to and respect the educators in their midst. At a time when all
administrators are urged to be literacy leaders, this insider’s view helps to define what leadership looks like and shows how to
create an environment that fosters professional development.

SHP6593 • $35.95

●
●

DIFFERENTIATION THAT REALLY WORKS: English
Rebecca Pierce, Cheryll Adams • 9781760019426

Differentiation That Really Works: English provides time-saving tips and strategies from real teachers who teach English in Years
6–12. These teachers not only developed the materials and used them in their own classes, but they also provide useful feedback
and comments about the activities. The strategies included in the book are tiered lessons, cubing, graphic organisers, exit cards,
learning contracts and choice boards. Every strategy includes directions and offers opportunities for differentiation.

PRU9426 • $29.95

●

CELEBRATING WRITERS: From Possibilities Through to Publication
Ruth Ayres, Christi Overman • 9781760017996

In their innovative new book, Ruth Ayres and Christi Overman discuss dozens of ways to respond, reflect and rejoice along the
journey to a finished project. This type of celebration nurtures students, makes them better writers and helps them recognise
that writing is a process filled with notable moments, not simply a result where publication is the only marker of success. From
travelling notebooks to lunch-table writing, from author interviews with a writing partner to silent reflection, from swapping
stories around a “campfire” to tweeting favourite lines, Ruth and Christi share dozens of fun and effective ways for you and your
students to commemorate their progress as writers.

SHP7996 • $29.95

●
●

THE RIGHT TO BE LITERATE: 6 Essential Literacy Skills
Robin Fogarty, Brian Pete • 9781760561833

Literacy skills are of paramount importance to students in the digital age. In this book, teachers and administrators will explore
the six comprehensive skill areas essential to 21st century literacy-reading, writing, listening, speaking, viewing and representing.
Learn practical strategies for teaching students the skills they need to think critically and communicate collaboratively in the
21st century.

SOT1833 • $41.25

●
●

TEACHING STUDENTS TO READ LIKE DETECTIVES: Comprehending, Analyzing, and Discussing Text
Nancy Frey, Douglas Fisher, Diane Lapp • 9781742392318

In this comprehensive guide, the authors explore the relationship between text, learner, and learning through discussion and
rhetorical writing at both the primary and secondary school levels. Prompt students to become the sophisticated readers, writers
and thinkers they need to be to achieve higher learning. Clearly defined strategies will drive discussion-based learning and
examine the hidden dangers of controlling classroom discourse. Foster critical literacy through questioning and instructional
routines, and encourage students to find meaning and cultivate thinking from expository texts.

SOT2318 • $27.95
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●
●

CULTURAL LITERACY FOR THE COMMON CORE: Six Steps to Powerful, practical Instruction for All
Learners
Bonnie M Davis • 9781760562076

Build your cultural literacy while inspiring deep, thoughtful, unbiased thinking in students. Discover a six-step framework for
becoming culturally literate that complements the Common Core and encourages students to be at the centre of learning.
Explore how to develop teacher-student relationships, engage in collaborative conversations, and encourage feedback to give
voice to the increasingly diverse student body found in today’s classrooms.

SOT2076 • $48.40

●
●

LITERACY LOOK-FORS: An Observation Protocol to Guide P–6 Classroom Walkthroughs
Elaine K McEwan-Adkins • 9781742391755

Why are schools still suffering with low literacy levels? The answer lies in ineffective and unbalanced literacy instruction. Through
the unique seven-step process outlined in this book will gain a solid understanding of how to assess and build instructional
capacity, overcome roadblocks, develop professional growth opportunities and create a balanced literacy program. Learn to
identify the look-fors that provide evidence of effective literacy instruction and bring all students to year level or well above.

SOT1755 • $32.95

●
●

CHALLENGING UNITS FOR GIFTED LEARNERS: Teaching the Way Gifted Students Think, English
Kenneth Smith • 9781760019396

Gifted students have the potential to learn material earlier and faster, to handle more complexity and abstraction, and to solve
complex problems better. But this potential needs stimulating experiences from home and school or it will not unfold. This
book is designed to help teachers provide the stimulating curricula that will nurture this potential in school. The English book
includes units that ask students to develop strong personalities for their main characters while writing mysteries, study Freud’s
psychoanalytic theory and then analyse a classic novel using what they’ve learned, focus on writing from a specific point of view
and increase their appreciation for poetry.

PRU9396 • $32.95

●

READY TO LEARN: Using Play to Build Literacy Skills in Young Learners
Anne Burke • 9781760017675

This book shows teachers how to reconcile the early childhood knowledge that children bring to school with the needs of
a more formal education experience. Ready to Learn is committed to creating classrooms that feature collaborative learning
spaces where children work with their peers, assume roles and viewpoints, and communicate naturally with each other. The
social and shard interaction of learning through play is what informs the literate lives of children. Ready to Learn shows new and
experienced teachers how play-based problem solving can give children the best start possible in their school lives.

PBP7675 • $29.95

●

THE CONSTRUCTION ZONE: Building Scaffolds for Readers and Writers
Terry Thompson • 9781760016517

In essence, scaffolding is the support of students as they build independence. In The Construction Zone, Terry Thompson
identifies four critical processes to deepen your understanding and improve your practice of instructional scaffolding. Thompson
encourages teachers to enhance their use of the traditional gradual release process through five actionable steps: shows, share,
support, sustain and survey, and in doing so provides procedures and techniques to help them establish and maintain strong
scaffolds throughout the instructional day. Thompson urges educators to fully embrace their role in the scaffolding process while
staying mindful of the effect it has on students.

SHP6517 • $39.95
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CONTEMPORARY PERSPECTIVES ON LITERACY: Leading the New Literacies
Various Authors • 9781760011260

Exploring how to shift to digital, media and global (DMG) project-based learning and create engaged, energised and globally
competent teachers and students. Examine the effects of school leaders’ attitudes as they grapple with the implications of the
new literacies; equip students with the skills to think critically about digital sources of information; learn how and where to find
new forms of media that students can safely use as learning tools; understand the skills and attributes that characterise global
competence and global awareness; and learn strategies and set realistic goals for system-wide implementation of the new
literacies.

SOT1260 • $32.95

●
●

TEACHING COMMON CORE ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS STANDARDS: 20 Lesson Frameworks for
Elementary Grades
James & Patricia Cunningham • 9781760562052

Ensure students develop proficiency in reading, speaking and listening, writing, and language. Explore 20 lesson frameworks
to help teach the Common Core State Standards for English language arts. Discover targeted lessons to help students master
critical skills, including how to organise ideas from informational texts, identify similarities and differences, scrutinise words to
gain deeper meaning of readings, and write with year level appropriate language.

SOT2052 • $48.40

●
●

SHIFTING TO COMMON CORE LITERACY: Reconceptualizing How We Teach and Lead
Victoria L Bernhardt, Cheryl Zintgraff Tibbals • 9781760561826

Develop new philosophical and pedagogical approaches to 21st century learning. Perfect for school and region administrators,
professional development providers and CCSS coaches, this book offers an evidence-based road map to Common Core
success. You’ll investigate economic, societal and educational benefits of the CCSS, discover out-of-the-box strategies to support
implementation and explore a more holistic approach to standards-based instruction and assessment.

SOT1826 • $48.40

●
●

BUILDING LITERACY PIECE BY PIECE QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE
Elaine McEwan-Adkins • 9781760561260

Teaching students to read is like putting a jigsaw puzzle together. A host of various aspects all fit together as a whole. To become
strong readers, students have to do much more than just read words by sight. They must be able to identify and manipulate the
sounds of letters, blend sounds to make words and segment words into sounds, use context and analogies to determine word
meaning, and become skilled at spelling, writing, vocabulary and self-reflection. This full-colour, quick reference guide gives
teachers at-a-glance tips to make sure every student can fit each puzzle piece right into place.

LSM1260 • $15.00
Buy 10-49 copies and save 10%, 50-99 copies for 20%, 100+ copies for 30%.
visit www.hbe.com.au/quick-reference-guides.html to buy in bulk!

●
●

THE 7 THINKING HATS OF SKILLED READERS QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE
Elaine McEwan-Adkins • 9781760561239

To become truly skilled at reading challenging text, students need to routinely use a set of seven cognitive strategies, or
“thinking hats”. In turn, teachers need guidance in developing students’ ability to connect prior knowledge to new content,
merge the written text with what is inferred, monitor comprehension and clarify misunderstandings, engage with authors,
peers and teachers, search sources to better understand the text, put the ideas in the text into their own words and use visuals
to increase comprehension. This full-colour, quick reference guide helps teachers communicate what should be happening in
students’ brains as they read – a must-have for any literacy educator or coach.

LSM1239 • $15.00
Buy 10-49 copies and save 10%, 50-99 copies for 20%, 100+ copies for 30%.
visit www.hbe.com.au/quick-reference-guides.html to buy in bulk!
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EVERY YOUNG CHILD A READER: Using Marie Clay’s Key Concepts for Classroom Instruction
Sharan Gibson, Barbara Moss • 9781760560386

Clays theories have created literacy success for more than 2 million struggling Year 1 readers internationally through the Reading
Recovery program. This practical volume gives primary-level teachers specific suggestions for using these principles and includes
rich, robust instructional examples to ensure that all children meet new and rigorous standards in all facets of literacy learning.
Replete with explicit depictions of classroom practice, the book addresses critical aspects of F–2 literacy instruction.

TCP0386 • $35.95

●

JOURNEY TO LITERACY: No Worksheets Required
Villiers, Hewins, Flemington • 9781760017637

Journey to Literacy offers Foundation year teachers proven strategies for creating classrooms where children are actively engaged
learners that thrive. The play-based learning and individualised strategies in this practical book build on the early literacy
experiences that have been part of a child’s home like. Journey to Literacy argues that teachers need to engage children in their own
learning and give them opportunities to pursue their own interests and investigations. It encourages teachers to observe, respond
and capitalise on children’s interests in individual, small-group and large-group sessions.

PBP7637 • $29.95

●

REVITALISING READ ALOUDS: Interactive Talk About Books with Young Children, Pre-F–2
Lisa Hammett Price, Barbara A. Bradley • 9781760560027

This book is designed to help teachers, special education specialists and speech-language pathologists achieve two objectives:
1) how to interact with children around books in ways that are instructive in nature but also responsive to children’s verbal
contributions; and 2) how to use literature, informational texts and poetry to achieve the goals common to most modern curricula,
including the Australian Curriculum. The authors provide specific recommendations for structuring read aloud routines in the early
childhood classroom, making the read aloud interactive, using instructional strategies that enhance children’s vocabulary and
content knowledge, and extending children’s verbal contributions.

TCP0027 • $35.95

●

DON’T LEAVE THE STORY IN THE BOOK: Using Literature to Guide Inquiry in Early Childhood Classrooms
Mary Hynes-Berry • 9781743303276

Drawing from 30 years of teaching and professional development experience, this book offers a roadmap for using children’s
literature to provide authentic learning. Featuring a “storyteller’s voice,” each chapter includes a case study about how a particular
fiction or nonfiction work can be used in an early childhood classroom; a series of open-ended questions to help readers construct
their own inquiry units; and a bibliography of children’s literature. This book provides a unique synthesis of ideas based on
constructivist approaches to learning, including the importance of positive dispositions and learning communities, the nature of
higher-order thinking, and the relationship between methods such as guided inquiry in the sciences and balanced literacy.

TCP3276 • $35.95

●

READING, WRITING, PLAYING, LEARNING
Lori Jamison Rog, Donna-Lynn Galloway • 9781760563219

This practical handbook shows teachers how to nurture a kindergarten learning environment in which children feel safe, comfortable
and able to take risks. It offers innovative ways to encourage children to explore, experiment, discover, solve problems and freely
interact with one another. Based on extensive classroom practice, it demonstrates when teachers need to provide support, ask
questions and provoke thinking, and when they should step back and give children room to explore on their own. This remarkable
book offers concrete suggestions for creating play-based learning in a culture of inquiry. It is committed to creating classrooms
where children can learn and grow while they play.

PBP3219 • $29.95

●●

SHARING THE BLUE CRAYON: How to Integrate Social, Emotional, and Literacy Learning
Mary Anne Buckley • 9781760564186

Social and emotional learning is at the heart of good teaching, but as standards and testing requirements consume classroom time
and divert teachers focus, these critical skills often get sidelined. In Sharing the Blue Crayon, Mary Anne Buckley shows teachers
how to incorporate social and emotional learning into a busy day and then extend these skills to literacy lessons for young children.
Through simple activities such as read-alouds, sing-alongs, murals, and performances, students learn how to get along in a group,
empathize with others, develop self-control and give and receive feedback, all while becoming confident readers and writers.

SHP4186 • $29.95
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I READ IT, BUT I DON’T GET IT:
Comprehension Strategies for Adolescent
Readers

●●

THERE’S ROOM FOR ME HERE: Literacy
Workshop in the Middle School
Janet Allen, Kyle Gonzalez • 9781760016456

I Read It, but I Don’t Get It is a practical, engaging
account of how teachers can help adolescents develop
new reading comprehension skills. Cris Tovani is
an accomplished teacher and staff developer who
writes with verve and humour about the challenges
of working with students at all levels of achievement - from those who
have mastered the art of “fake reading” to university-bound students
who struggle with the different demands of content-area textbooks and
novels. In a time when students need increasingly sophisticated reading
skills, this book will provide support for teachers who want to incorporate
comprehension instruction into their daily lesson plans without sacrificing
content knowledge.

This book offers teachers theory-based strategies
for helping those students become motivated and
successful readers and writers. You will see how one
middle school teachers sets up her literacy classroom,
offers intervention and support for struggling students
and assesses their progress. Rich in description of
Kyle’s successes, the book also looks honestly at why
some practices were ineffective in her setting. There’s Room For Me Here
includes record-keeping forms, extensive bibliographies of literature for
shared and independent reading, professional materials and resource
information, and samples of strategy lessons all embedded in this
engaging story of a teacher’s first three years building a literacy workshop
in her classroom.

SHP8085 • $34.95

SHP6456 • $39.95

Cris Tovani • 9781760018085

●

●

TEACHING ADOLESCENT WRITERS
Kelly Gallagher • 9781760016821

Many students are leaving school without the writing
practice and skills they need to compete in the complex
and fast-moving Information Age. Kelly Gallagher
shows to how to teach students to write effectively.
Built around six ‘Pillars of Writing Success’, the book
offers a number of classroom-tested strategies that
enable teachers to understand the importance of
teaching writing, motivate young writers, model effective writing using
both the teacher’s own compositions and real-world text, provide choice
within a rigorous curriculum, help students recognise the importance of
purpose and audience, and assess essays in ways that drive better writing
performance.

SHP6821 • $39.95

●

LESS IS MORE: Teaching Literature with Short
Texts, Grades 6–12

Jan Rozzell, Carol Scearce • 9781742393483

This accessible, well-organised compendium is the
ultimate resource for secondary teachers who seek to
improve student learning, making it easy for teachers
of any content area to find and use the right researchbased strategies. Each chapter explores the research
foundation for a particular aspect of literacy, suggests
key resources, defines critical issues and then provides concrete strategies
for actively engaging students in reading, writing, talking and listening. It
includes the most relevant classroom research; tools to aid reflection and
implementation; over 50 strategies for engaging adolescent learners;
and more than two dozen activity sheets and resources for teacher and
students.

SOT3483 • $39.95

●

Kimberly Hill Campbell • 9781760016708

In order to reach and engage all students, teachers
needs to look beyond novels alone and embrace a
richer variety of literature. In Less Is More, Kimberly
Hill Campbell draws on research as well as her own
classroom experiences to show how short texts
engage a wide range of middle years and secondary
school students. She shares her discovery of the
power of short texts to support her students’ skills as readers, writers and
students of literature. Chapters examine different genres of short text,
such as short stories, essays, memoir and graphic novels.

SHP6708 • $39.95

POWER TOOLS FOR ADOLESCENT
LITERACY: Strategies for Learning

ARE HUMANS WILD AT HEART? AND
OTHER EPIC ENGLISH PROJECTS FOR
YEARS 9–10
Lee Hewes , Bianca Hewes • 9781760017392

This book was designed to support you as you begin
experimenting with Project Based Learning in your
English classroom. The great thing about PBL is that
it is creative for both the teacher and the student,
and that means that experimentation, and sometimes
failure, is a natural part of the process. This book
is broken into three sections. The first provides you with background
information on PBL and its relevance to the Australian Curriculum’s
General Capabilities. The second includes Sample Projects to use in your
Year 9–10 English classroom, and the third contains additional resources
for creating your own projects.

HB7392 • $35.95
●

CAUGHT IN THE MIDDLE: Reading and
Writing in the Transition Years
David Booth • 9781760562960

●

YOU GOTTA BE THE BOOK, THIRD
EDITION: Teaching Engaged and Reflective
Reading with Adolescents

The literacy experiences and challenges that students
face in Years 6-9 can be frustrating for both teachers
and students. Caught in the Middle offers teachers
a richly textured picture of the world of middle year
students. It describes who middle students are, why
fostering their voice is important, and how to create a
classroom community of literacy partners, Technology,
reading, writing, research, the arts, citizen involvement and assessment
are some of the topics addressed. This practical book puts current
teaching approaches into context and reflects the needs of the digital
age.

This award-winning book continues to resonate with
teachers and inspire their teaching because it focuses
on the joy of reading and how it can engage and even
transform readers. In a time of education standards
that emphasis high-order strategies, text complexity
and the reading nonfiction, You Gotta BE the Book
continues to help teachers meet new challenges, including those of
increasing cultural diversity.

PBP2960 • $29.95

TCP0348 • $35.95

Jeffrey D. Wilhelm • 9781760560348
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The I Wonder Why book series is written to ignite the curiosity
of children in Years F–6 while encouraging them to become
avid readers. These books explore the marvels of animals,
plants and other phenomena related to science and nature.
Included in each edition is a Parent/Teacher Handbook with
coordinating activities.
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$15.00
Each

Each book is full-colour, 250 × 180 mm (B5) and 36 pages in length.
●
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By Emily Morgan
Awaken a sense of wonder with the Next Time You See series. These books will inspire children in
Years 3–6 to experience the enchantment of everyday natural phenomena such as seashells, sunsets,
fireflies and slaters. Especially designed to be experienced with an adult – be it a parent, teacher or
friend – the Next Time You See books serve as a reminder that you don’t have to look very far to find
something remarkable in nature.

$19.95
Each
●

NEXT TIME YOU SEE A MAPLE SEED

NEXT TIME YOU SEE A SPIDERWEB

It’s fun to toss maple seeds up in the air and watch
them spin down to the ground like nature’s own
helicopters. This book prompts inquisitive kids to
learn about these marvels of aerial engineering,
including their real name (no, not whirlybird),
the work they do for maple trees, and how to
uncover the little trees waiting to sprout from the
seeds. This book is a mini class in how tall trees
grow from these tiny, twirling winged fruits.

If you know children who say “Ick!” when they
spot a spider, this irresistible book will make
them say “Ooh!” instead. This book describes
how these small, skilful creatures weave some of
nature’s most clever traps – their webs. It shows
how spiders snare their prey with tangled webs,
funnel webs and intricate orb webs. It tells us
how spiders spin sticky silk without getting stuck
themselves.

NST6125

NST8979

NEXT TIME YOU SEE THE MOON

NEXT TIME YOU SEE A SLATER

Through vivid pictures and engaging
explanations, children will learn about many of
the Moon’s mysteries: what makes it look like a
silvery crescent one time and a chalk-white ball a
few nights later, why it sometimes appears in the
daytime, where it gets its light, how it appears
differently to us in the southern hemisphere than
it does in the northern hemisphere, and how
scientists can predict its shape on your birthday a
thousand years from now.

Chances are that just under a nearby rock, you’ll
spot a roly-poly slater. Encourage a child to
take a close look, and introduce a fascinating
creature. Gently pick it up and watch as it rolls
into a ball and unrolls to take a walk. Slaters
are not insects, like most people might assume.
This cousin to lobsters and crabs sheds its crusty
skin and will tickle your hand with its 14 (count
’em!) wiggly legs. Together, you’ll discover that
something so small can be fascinating.

NST9167

NST6149

NEXT TIME YOU SEE A SEASHELL

NEXT TIME YOU SEE A FIREFLY

This book tells the amazing story behind
seashells: how they are made by molluscs, used
for protection and camouflage, and full of clues
about all they’ve been through. Inspired by Next
Time You See a Seashell, young readers will find
these intricate objects even more fascinating
when they discover their origins in slimy, snaily
creatures.

We all enjoy watching fireflies twinkling in the
twilight, but after reading this book, children
will see the insects with new eyes. Discover
why fireflies flash and how they live secret
lives underground before coming out to fill the
evening with their glimmers of light. Together
you’ll also realise that if you catch fireflies, you
must let them go; fireflies have a lot to do!

NST6392

NST6446

NEXT TIME YOU SEE A SUNSET

NEXT TIME YOU SEE A CLOUD

Learn to appreciate the spinning of the Earth,
the progress of day into night, and the reasons
for the spectacular colours and shadows that
accompany sunrise and sunset. Next Time You
See a Sunset teachers children to appreciate that
something they see every day is more interesting
and more complicated than it may appear to
them. Engender a sense of wonder in children
of all ages!

Next time you want to see a show, go outside
and look at the sky. The clouds will put on a show
for you with their ever-changing shapes and
sizes. This book reveals what are clouds made of,
why are some clouds white, which clouds mean
fair weather is coming, and which ones mean
rain is on the way.

NST1031

NST6361
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Phonics for Reading uses explicit, systematic instruction. Because students, regardless of age or ability, must learn letter-sound relationships,
decoding rules and various strategies for pronouncing words, they benefit from systematic, teacher-directed lessons. The structure of each lesson in
the three levels of Phonics for Reading is consistent throughout the program, so students are able to focus on the content rather than on the teaching
procedures being used. Lessons are carefully scripted for the teacher so that instruction is just as easy to deliver as it is to follow!

First Level

●

Second Level

Student

Teacher

CA126891 • $35.95

CA126899 • $25.95

Student
CA126901 • $35.95

●

Teacher

Student

Teacher

CA126909 • $25.95

CA126911 • $35.95

CA126919 • $25.95

First Level

Second Level

Third Level

focuses on:
• short vowels
• double consonants
• consonant blends
• consonant digraphs

progresses with:
• long vowels
• vowel combinations
• CVCe words
• word endings

expands concepts with:

• r -controlled vowel sounds

Reading
Comprehension

Fluency

•
•
•
•

letter/vowel combinations
preﬁxes and sufﬁxes
minor sounds of c and g
minor sounds of vowel
combinations

Improved comprehension makes successful,
conﬁdent and motivated readers

Relentless practice increases ﬂuency, allowing
students to move the cognitive resources from
decoding to comprehension

Decoding and Encoding

Phonics Awareness

Explicit, systematic instruction in critical reading skills
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●

Third Level

Scaffolded lessons systematically introduce
new sounds and words, which enhance
students decoding and encoding abilities

Phonic awareness activities build
foundational reading skills
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DR. FRY’S PHONICS PATTERNS – ONSET AND RIME WORD LISTS
Dr. Edward Fry • 978174025906

This book contains 353 phomograms or word families arranged by vowel sounds. It is a basic teacher tool for developing phonics
and spelling pattern knowledge to be taught in games, spelling or reading lessons, blackboard lessons or on worksheets. With
teaching tips and a diagnostic test included, this is a useful literacy resource for primary teachers.

TCM2761 • $21.95

●

DR. FRY’S PRE-PHONICS TESTS – PHONEMIC AWARENESS AND MORE
Dr. Edward Fry • 9781740255704

Dr. Fry’s Pre-Phonics Tests – Phonemic Awareness and More includes ten tests for beginning readers. Test results point to skills
that can be taught to ensure future reading and writing achievement. The tests in this book are intended to help teachers and
parents who are assessing phonic recognition by determining what should be taught, measuring progress and suggesting areas
that might be causing difficulty in learning to read and write.

TCM2667 • $29.95

●

DR. FRY’S PHONICS CHARTS
Dr. Edward Fry • 9781740259076

A complete phonics curriculum on 98 charts. Here is a complete curriculum in just one book. It contains all or more of the
phonics taught in most readers or other complete phonics programs. The charts can be used in the early years of school as
Phonemic Awareness. The charts can be used for Years 1–4 for real phonic instruction where reading some of the example words
is expected. They can also be used in the middle years for remedial or ESL students.

TCM2762 • $32.95

●

PHONICS GAMES & LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Sandy Turly • 9781864019643

Phonics Games and Learning Activities not only offers lesson ideas but also the ready-to-use materials to use with lessons.
These activities have been tried and tested in primary classrooms and they have been found to be motivating, enjoyable
and successful. They are designed to make your life easier because they require very little preparation time. Almost all of the
activities can be used at learning centres or as whole-class activities.

4214 • $39.50

●

100+ ESSENTIAL ACTIVITIES FOR SIGHT WORDS
Newmark Learning • 9781743305218

Sight words are an important learning tool for young readers, and with 100+ Essential Activities for Sight Words parents and
teachers will be provided with the tools they need to help their children and students to excel at identifying sight words, and
becoming confidant and capable readers.

NL5218 • $19.95
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●
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I SEE WHAT YOU MEAN, SECOND EDITION: Visual Literacy, F–8
Steve Moline • 9781760018092

Steve Moline sees visual literacy as fundamental to learning and to what it means to be human. The first edition of I See What You Mean,
published in 1995, was one of the first books for teachers to outline practical strategies for improving students’ visual literacy. In this new
and substantially revised edition, Steve continues his pioneering role by including dozens of new examples of a wide range of visual
texts – from time maps and exploded diagrams to digital tools like smartphone apps and “tactile texts”. In addition to the new chapters
and nearly 200 illustrations, Steve has reorganised the book in a useful teaching sequence, moving from simple to complex texts.

SHP8092 • $38.95

●

FROM PENCILS TO PODCASTS: Digital Tools for Transforming K–6 Literacy Practices
Linday Yearta, Katie Stover • 9781760561420

Fully embedding technology into the curriculum is key to preparing students to meet the demands of the 21st century. The authors
provide K–6 teachers with practical suggestions for incorporating technology into familiar literacy practices and illustrate ways
technology can deepen students’ literacy development. Each chapter includes information about easy-to-use technology tools,
examples from real classrooms – and step-by-step instructions to get started.

SOT1420 • $48.40

●

LITERACY SMARTS: Simple Classroom Strategies for Using Interactive Whiteboards to Engage Students
Brenda Stein Dzaldov, Jennifer Harper • 9781760017651

Literacy Smarts explores the opportunities that interactive whiteboards offer for more effective and expansive ways of teaching. This
practical book introduces simple activities and tasks that use interactive whiteboard technology to bring new vitality to classroom lessons.
It offers original ways to go beyond simple text and encourages connecting the classroom to the ‘real’ world by valuing the wide range
of texts that students use, and describes how interactive whiteboards can lead us into the future of learning - interpreting, managing,
exploring and expanding our students’ thinking and enabling authentic learning.

PBP7651 • $29.95

●

KEEPIN’ IT REAL: Integrating New Literacies with Effective Classroom Practice
Lisa Donohue • 9781760016715

Keepin’ It Real looks at these new literacies from the perspective of the needs of a classroom teacher. It illustrates how to use the
‘new’ literacies to strengthen and support the ‘old’ ones. It argues that the new is not possible without the old, and recognises the
interdependence of the literacies in the 21st century. Based on the deep belief that, in order to proficiently use technology, one
must be skilled at reading and writing, this book challenges students to consider the new literacies as a learning experience for both
teacher and student.

PBP6715 • $34.95

●
●

ATTENTION-GRABBING TOOLS FOR INVOLVING PARENTS IN THEIR CHILDREN’S LEARNING
Jane Baskwill • 9781760017583

It is widely accepted that when home and school work together, children’s learning improves. Although this fact is readily acknowledged,
communication between school and home is still often one-sided and remains a struggle for many teachers. This remarkable book is
designed to help teachers find new ways to attract parents’ attention and involve parents in their children’s learning. Aimed at the busy
teacher, the book offers easy-to-implement ideas for efficient communicating in the digital age, with suggestions for websites and blogs,
Facebook and Twitter, online surveys and virtual pinboards, and much more.

PBP7583 • $29.95

●
●

THE DIGITAL PRINCIPAL: How to Encourage a Technology-Rich Learning Environment That Meets the Needs
of Teachers and Students
Anne Burke, Janette Hughes • 9781760016340

Technology has changed the way we live and interact with each other. Although educational leaders do not have to be digital
experts, The Digital Principal argues that they play and important role in creating and supporting professional learning communities
that embrace technological innovation and promote systemic change. They are also instrumental in developing policies and creating
a school technology plan hat involves and supports teachers as they explore the use of key digital tools. This timely book establishes
a framework for integrating technology into instruction and learning.

PBP6340 • $34.95
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●

TEACHING GRAPHIC NOVELS IN THE CLASSROOM: Building Literacy and Comprehension
Ryan J. Novak • 9781760564445

This book describes different methods teachers may use to begin teaching graphic literature to new readers. The first chapter of
the book is dedicated to the history of the medium. It includes profiles of early creators and the significance of certain moments
throughout the history that chart the evolution of graphic literature. Chapter 2-8 focus on different genres and include an
analysis and lessons, creator profiles, assignments, ways to incorporate different media in connection with each book, chapter
summaries, discussion questions and essay topics. Chapter 9 is the culminating project for the book, allowing students to create
their own graphic novel, with guidance from the writing process to creating the art.

PRU4445 • $32.95

●
●

SERIOUS COMIX: Engaging Students with Digital Storyboards
Eydie Wilson • 9781743302996

Comic books are a great tool for engaging struggling learners, and when students use technology to create their comic books
they build both digital age and traditional literacy skills. Illustrating the story helps students with visual literacy, which in turn
helps them express their thoughts; develop a storyline; and strengthen their reading, writing and analytical skills. Serious
Comix: Engaging Students with Digital Storyboards can helps students at all levels overcome reading and writing difficulties by
improving their literacy skills in an environment that fosters learning, collaboration and creativity.

IST2996 • $35.95

●

GET GRAPHIC! USING STORYBOARDS TO WRITE AND DRAW PICTURE BOOKS, GRAPHIC NOVELS,
OR COMIC STRIPS
Emily Hearn, Mark Thurman • 9781760017804

The power of a storyboards in stages of the creative process. From brainstorming ideas to using thumbnail sketches to develop,
revise and finalise stories. Step-by-step instructions lead students to generate action-filled pages and streamlined plots for
their own unique and personalised stories and books. Simple suggestions for planning drawings and using collage to illustrate
students’ original stories are part of the active process described. Designed for easy and immediate classroom use, glossaries
of visual terms and illustration ideas, a list of recommended children’s books with strong visual images and ready-to-copy
storyboards complement this remarkable resource.

PBP7804 • $29.95

●

ADVENTURES IN GRAPHICA: Using Comics and Graphic Novels to Teach Comprehension, 2–6
Terry Thompson • 9781760016739

Comic books and graphic novels, known collectively as ‘graphica’, have long been popular with teenagers and adults. Recently,
graphica has grown in popularity with younger readers as well, motivating and engaging reluctant readers who often shun
traditional texts. While some teachers have become curious about graphica’s potential, many remain confused by the number of
new titles and series available and unsure of its suitability and function in their classrooms. Drawing on recent research literacy
coach Terry Thompson helps teachers navigate this medium and shows how teaching with graphica fits into literacy frameworks
and correlates with best practices in comprehension, vocabulary and fluency instruction.

SHP6739 • $39.95

●
●

USING GRAPHIC NOVELS IN THE CLASSROOM, GRADES 4-8
Melissa Hart • 9781742395845

Today’s young readers live in a highly visual world where for many readers, traditional books are not enough. Graphic novels
motivate reluctant readers, encourage reading of all types, and stimulate literary exploration. Using Graphic Novels in the
Classroom introduces the genre of the graphic novel in context with other works of famous literature. Using tools such as plot
pyramids and graphic organisers, this book will guide students through creating their own graphic novels. It will also encourage
students to think broadly about their graphic novel, considering: historical context, point of view, character studies, and cause
and effect.

TCR5845 • $19.95
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●●

MECHANICALLY INCLINED: Building
Grammar, Usage, and Style into Writer’s
Workshop

●

Jeff Anderson • 9781760016470

A culmination of years of experimentation that
merges the best of writer’s workshop elements with
relevant theory about how and why skills should be
taught. Comprising an overview of the researchbased context for grammar instruction, a series
of over 30 detailed lessons and an appendix of
helpful forms and instructional tools, Mechanically
Inclined is a boon to teachers regardless of their
level of grammar-phobia. It shifts the negative, rule-plagued emphasis
of much grammar instruction into one which celebrates the power and
beauty these tools have in shaping all forms of writing.

SHP6463 • $39.95

● Primary
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GRAMMAR MATTERS: Lessons, Tips,
and Conversations Using Mentor Texts,
K–6
Diane Esolen Dougherty, Lynne Dorfman •
9781760018061

This book provides teachers with almost
everything they need to get kids engaged in, and
excited about, learning grammar. Divided into four
parts – Narrative Writing, Informational Writing,
Opinion Writing, and Grammar Conversations –
this handy reference provides practical teaching
tips, assessment ideas, grammar definitions, and
specific mentor texts to help students learn about parts of speech, idioms,
usage issues, and punctuation. It links instruction to the Common Core
State Standards and features quality, classroom-tested tools that help
teachers provide their students with the gifts of grammar and literacy.

SHP8061 • $36.95

●●

EVERYDAY EDITING: Inviting Students
to Develop Skill and Craft in Writer’s
Workshop

●●

Jeff Anderson • 9781760016470

Procedures for teaching grammar effectively
and dynamically, in ways that appeal to students
and teachers alike. Ideal for teachers just
beginning their work in grammar instruction,
this book includes day-by-day lesson ideas and
reproducibles to help them embed grammar
lessons into writing instruction. Using visuals,
wordplay, problem solving and pattern-finding
activities, teachers can forgo methods that fail to
engage students in grammar. Through a series of activities designed to
delve deeper into grammar learning, the authors share strategies that
have proven successful during their extensive years of teaching and
literacy consulting.

Editing is often seen as one item on a list of steps
in the writing process – usually put somewhere
near the end and often completely crowded out
of writer’s workshop. This book asks teachers to
reflect on what sort of message this approach
sends to students. Does it tell them that editing
and revision are meaningful parts of the writing
process, or just a hunt for errors with a 50/50 chance of getting it right?
The author invites students to look carefully at their writing along with
mentor texts and to think about how punctuation, grammar and style can
be best used to hone and communicate meaning.

SHP6470 • $35.95

TEACHING GRAMMAR: What Really
Works
Joan Berger, Amy Benjamin • 9781743300480

EYE0480 • $42.95

●

LEARNING TO LOVE GRAMMAR:
Activities and Exercises For Better Writing

●●

Peter Clutterbuck • 9781760563158

A classroom resource designed to support students
in Years 2–4 in their ongoing mastery of the written
word. Unlike other resources, the worksheets
provided in this book avoid explicit references to
traditional grammatical terms, allowing students to
practise making careful choices in a context much
closer to their everyday writing .With humorous
anecdotes, uplifting stories and valuable life
advice, author Peter Clutterbuck brings his many
years of experience as a classroom teacher to help students grasp the
fundamentals of grammar in a fun and engaging way.

HB3158 • $32.95

●●

WRITING ESSENTIALS - TEACHERS
GUIDE TO GRAMMAR, PUNCTUATION,
WORD USAGE
Diane Bates • 9781760563295

Australian author Dianne Bates comes to your aid
with Writing Essentials, a welcome reference for
teachers and aspiring authors. This handy guide
offers concise explanations on the fundamentals
of grammar, punctuation and word usage, while
also providing opportunities to broaden your
vocabulary and bring your writing to life. Packed
with plenty of exercises to test yourself and your
students, Writing Essentials provides all the support you’ll need to hone
your own writing skills and pass on your knowledge to budding writers!

HB3295 • $35.95

ENERGISING SMART STARTERS - GRAMMAR AND PUNCTUATION: Motivational Exercises to
Stimulate the Brain
Peri Sandifer • 9781760562595

Each Smart Starter activity can be completed in a few minutes to provide the satisfaction of quick success and focus minds
for further learning on the subject of Grammar and Punctuation. Activities are grouped by skill sets to be used to begin a
unit, review a concept, expand into a larger lesson or just make every moment in the classroom a learning moment. One
or more might help to ease students into a new area of study. A starter may inspire your students to develop questions
or examples along the same lines or to expand the warm-up into a full-blown writing project. Smart Starters work well as
starting points for students to create other similar questions and problems. Doing a Smart Starter will sharpen thinking
processes and challenge brains.

INA2595 • $15.95
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KNOW THE LINGO! Mastering Academic Vocabulary
In order for students to acquire new knowledge and learning, they must be able to understand what they read, hear,
and are asked to do in the classroom. This series provides definitions and practice opportunities for specific instructional
verbs so students can comprehend and follow directions. Teachers are also given strategies for how to teach academic
vocabulary. All passages are Lexile leveled. Grades 2–6.
Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

$24.95
EACH

TCR7699
●

TCR7705

TCR7712

ZIP-AROUND VOCABULARY GAMES:
Ready-to-use, Interactive Card Games for
the Whole Class

HOW TO TEACH ACADEMIC
VOCABULARY
Sharon Faber • 9781760562441

VOCABULARY AT THE CENTRE
John Crow, Amy Benjamin • 9781743300497

INA2441 • $24.95

Zip-Around Vocabulary Games are an exciting way
to engage your middle years class while they work
on expanding their vocabulary. Students will love
the eight fast-paced games as they cooperatively
learn about alliteration, the power of connotation,
strategies for learning new words and more!

INA2410 • $35.95

Without adequate vocabulary, our students,
especially those whose background knowledge does
not coincide with what they need to know in school,
cannot hope to succeed. And although teaching
vocabulary is assumed to take place primarily in
English class, vocabulary is, in fact, at the centre of
all classes. This book will help teachers integrate
vocabulary instruction with English so that students
not only expand the scope of their vocabulary, but
develop their skills as lifelong learners of words and indulge their own
innate joy about language. The detailed strategies go beyond rote
memorisation and can be incorporated into daily lesson plans.

EYE0497 • $42.95
●●

●●

TCR7736

This book presents relevant research on best practices,
literacy and brain-based learning; outlines more
than 50 easy-to-use, practical vocabulary strategies
to increase students’ academic achievement; and
suggests ways to present the strategies to students.
Help your students become self-sufficient learners
with the ideas in this book. The book is intended to
outline easy-to-use and practical vocabulary strategies
for teachers who want to increase the academic achievement of all their
students. The strategies in this book are designed to be used in all learning
areas and across year levels.

Jill Norris • 9781760562410

●●

TCR7729

EVERYDAY VOCABULARY STRATEGIES
QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE
Marilee Sprenger • 9781760562205

In this full-colour, glossy guide, you will find strategies,
games and classroom essentials you can use to create
vocab lesson plans that are both exciting and effective.
Discover ways to engage students in vocab learning
with word walls, learning stations and brain-compatible
lessons. Explore strategies and rubrics for assessing
vocabulary learning, and plan how to team with your
colleagues to increase vocabulary across your year level or school. Full of
tips and resources, this quick reference guide will help you increase students’
vocabularies for greater reading success.

QRG117052 • $19.95
Buy 10-49 copies and save 10%, 50-99 copies for 20%, 100+ copies for 30%.
visit www.hbe.com.au/quick-reference-guides.html to buy in bulk!

●●

SUPER SPELLERS
Mark Weakland • 9781760565725

An approach to teaching spelling in a way that
is research-based, focused, developmentally
appropriate, and tied to authentic reading and
writing. This book does not advocate for adopting
a new “spelling program”; instead it shows you how
to transform what you’re already doing. It makes
spelling instruction approachable and completely
doable. Super Spellers first helps teachers understand
what their students need through frequent formative
assessments. The book then focuses on the scope of spelling instruction
and goes deeper into teaching more words and directly teaching spelling
strategies to increase students’ word-solving skills.

SHP5725 • $32.95
●

ENERGISING SMART STARTERS VOCABULARY: Motivational Exercises
to Stimulate the Brain
Marjorie Frank

9781760562618

The Smart Starters in this book are packed full
of important skills to practise and polish or
reinforce and extend students’ vocabularies.
One or more of them might help to ease
students into a new area of study, such as starting off a unit on learning
new words. A starter may inspire your students to develop questions or
examples along the same lines, expanding the warm-up into a full-blown
vocabulary lesson. Smart Starters are not only for English lessons.

INA2618 $15.95
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●●

THE VOCABULARY BOOK, SECOND
EDITION: Learning and Instruction

●

Michael F. Graves • 9781760560355
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VOCABULARY IN A SNAP: 100+ Lessons
for Elementary Instruction
Angela B. Peery • 9781760565497

This expanded edition of the best-selling teaching
resource incorporates the newest research
in vocabulary learning and instruction into
a complete and balanced program for all F-12
students, from those who struggle to those who
excel. Literacy expert Michael Graves presents
a four-pronged vocabulary program that he has
developed and honed for over 30 years. The
text includes theory, research-based strategies,
vocabulary interventions, classroom examples, advice for working with
English as an Additional Language or Dialect learners, discussion of nextgeneration standards and more.

Primary educators face crucial questions when
shaping their vocabulary instruction - what words
to target and how to foster self-directed student
learning. This book provides more than one
hundred research-based mini-lessons that help
teachers efficiently shape instruction, each taking
no more than twenty minutes of instructional time.
Years F-5 teachers can modify these flexible, effective lessons to fit their
curriculum and their students’ needs. With these tools, educators can
collect data on student learning and refine their instruction to strengthen
students’ vocabulary, their confidence and interest in reading, and their
likelihood of success in the 21st century.

TCP0355 • $35.95

SOT5497 • $45.95

●●

WORDS, WORDS, WORDS: Teaching
Vocabulary in Grades 4–12
Janet Allen • 9781760016449

Do you spend hours creating work lists and weekly
vocabulary tests only to find that your students
have ‘forgotten’ the words by the following week?
Words, Words, Words describes the research that
changed how teachers teach vocabulary. It offers
educators practical, research-based solutions for
helping students fall into new language, learn
new words and begin to use those words in their
speaking and writing lives. Words, Words, Words
provides educators with a strong research base, detailed classroombased lessons and graphic organisers to support the strategy lessons.

SHP6449 • $32.95

●

●●

VOCABULARY AT THE CORE
John Crow, Amy Benjamin • 9781760560249

Vocabulary at the Core, the expanded and
updated edition of Vocabulary at the Centre, is
the definitive guide for every teacher engaged
in helping students learn essential academic
vocabulary. In clear, precise language, Benjamin
and Crow explain why vocabulary is at the core
of all learning and communicating and why
word study should play a more significant role
in the English classroom and across the school
curriculum. Each chapter includes engaging, easyto-implement classroom applications that will fit seamlessly into your
lesson plans. BONUS! Vocabulary at the Core also provides ideas for
formative and summative assessments.

EYE0249 • $32.95

WORD NERDS: Teaching All Students to
Learn and Love Vocabulary
Margot Holmes Smith, Leslie Montgomery, Brenda
Overturf • 9781760016852

Word Nerds takes you inside classrooms in a highpoverty urban school and shows how two teachers
implement creative, flexible vocabulary instruction
that improves students’ word knowledge and
confidence, enhances classroom community and
increases achievement. With support from literacy
specialist Brenda Overturf, Montgomery and Smith
have developed a five-part plan that teaches all
students to learn and love vocabulary. This book explains how to plan,
teach and assess based on the latest research in vocabulary instruction
and learning. From prediction to practice to performance, students from
all backgrounds can discover how to make words their own.

SHP6852 • $34.95

●●

INSIDE WORDS: Tools for Teaching
Academic Vocabulary Grades 4–12
Janet Allen • 9781760016401

This book is particularly vital in the content
areas, where the specialised language used by
‘insiders’ often creates a barrier to understanding
for those new to the subjects. In Inside Words,
Janet Allen merges recent research and key
content-area teaching strategies to show
teachers how to help students understand the
academic vocabulary found in textbooks, tests,
articles and other informational texts. The tools
in the book are presented alphabetically and offer support in these
key areas: building background knowledge; teaching words that are
critical to comprehension; providing guidance during reading and
writing; developing a conceptual framework; and assessing students’
understanding of words and concepts.

SHP6401 • $45.95
●●

ASCD ARIAS PUBLICATION: Vocab
Rehab

●

Marilee Sprenger • 9781760013479

WORD STUDY IN THE INCLUSIVE
SECONDARY CLASSROOM: Supporting
Struggling Readers and Students with
Disabilities

All teachers know that a robust vocabulary gives
students the communication skills they need to
do well on tests and shine in the classroom – and
the best way to ensure successful vocabulary
instruction is to embrace new and engaging
strategies that don’t take too much time away
from other work. To get the clock on their side
and do what’s best for their students, teachers
need to learn how to provide short and effective
vocabulary mini-lessons that can be used at any point during class.
10-minute instructional strategies that can help time-strapped teachers
ensure that their students have a sound grasp of both general and
content-specific words across year levels and subject areas.

Word study integrates decoding/phonics, spelling
and vocabulary instruction to help struggling
readers identify unfamiliar words in order to
improve reading comprehension. Word Study
in the Inclusive Secondary Classroom provides
secondary teachers with practical strategies to
embed word study instruction in content area classes and support
the needs of adolescent readers, particularly those with disabilities.
The text includes many useful teaching resources, such as sample
lessons, reproducible teaching tools, web resource lists and tips about
technology-based learning tools.

SF114047 • $15.00

TCP0058 • $35.95
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●
●

TOOLS FOR TEACHING ACADEMIC
VOCABULARY

VOCABULARIANS: Integrated Word Study in
the Middle Grades

Janet Allen • 9781760016388

Margot Holmes Smith, Leslie Montgomery, Brenda Overturf •
9781760016531

The author Janet Allen provides strategies that will help
students learn new words, become more conscious
and increase competence in knowing when and how
to use words. Tools for Teaching Academic Vocabulary
centres on four components of effective vocabulary
instruction – providing rich and varied language
experiences, teaching individual words, teaching word-learning strategies
and fostering word consciousness – and provides tools to develop effective
instruction for each component. Janet offers advice on teaching vocabulary
across the curriculum, exploring how best to teach general academic
vocabulary, discipline-specific vocabulary, topic-specific vocabulary and
passage-critical vocabulary.
●
SHP6388 • $25.95

Vocabularians is for any educator who wants to help
young adolescents increase knowledge and competency
with word study while bringing interest, motivation and
even joy to their learning. Brenda takes teachers and
administrators inside three middle-level schools where
educators are integrating vocabulary instruction across
the curriculum. By blending current research with classroom experience and
application, Brenda builds on her work with Margot Holmes Smith and Leslie
Montgomery and offers an easy-to-implement, customised-to-middle-school
resource that will improve instruction and assessment.

SHP6531 • $39.95

A SIX-STEP PROCESS FOR TEACHING
VOCABULARY DVD

●

●
●

VOCABULARY GAMES FOR THE
CLASSROOM

Robert Marzano • 9781743301814

This program demonstrates how teachers use
a six-step process recommended by Robert
Marzano in his book Building Background
Knowledge for Academic Achievement: Research
on What Works in Schools to teach academic
vocabulary in the primary or secondary years.
It also compliments the Building Academic
Vocabulary Teacher’s Manual. The DVD menu is split into primary
and secondary titles, with each of the six steps able to be navigated
individually or as a whole process.
605169 • $165.00

Lindsay Carleton, Robert Marzano • 9781742396217

Get your students excited about vocabulary
learning with these thirteen fun games designed
for students at all levels. Puzzle stories, category
creators, word harvests and much more make
learning easy and fun. The step by step approach
clearly explains the design, set up, materials
and directions for each game, and an extensive
appendix is filled with vocabulary terms that are considered critical
based on educational research by the Marzano Institute. This
Revised Australian edition offers sample questions, suggestions and
examples to help you teach each game.
MRL6217 • $40.00
●●

VOCABULARY FOR THE COMMON CORE
Julia A Simms,Robert Marzano • 9781760011222

●
●

The Common Core State Standards (CCSS)
present unique demands on students to learn
vocabulary and teachers to teach it. Authors
Robert J Marzano and Julia A Simms address the
need for CCSS-aligned vocabulary instruction
in their three-part resource Vocabulary for the
Common Core. They guide teachers and teams
towards the creation of a successful vocabulary
program while highlighting both general academic and domainspecific terms from the mathematics and English standards.
Marzano and Simms show F–12 educators how to achieve success
for all students.
MRL1222 • $39.95

●●

101 STRATEGIES TO MAKE ACADEMIC
VOCABULARY STICK
Marilee Sprenger • 9781760562823

Marilee Sprenger explains how to teach the essential,
high-frequency words that appear in academic
contexts - and reverse the disadvantages of what
she calls “word poverty”. Drawing on research and
experience, Sprenger provides a rich array of engaging
strategies to help educators across all content areas
and year levels not only teach students a large quantity
of words but also ensure that they know these words well. This resource
has everything you need to help your students profoundly expand
their vocabulary, enabling them to speak, read and write with greater
understanding and confidence.
117022 • $32.95

BUILDING ACADEMIC VOCABULARY
STUDENT NOTEBOOK, REVISED EDITION
Debra Pickering, Robert Marzano • 9781743301807

This notebook follows the six-step method for
teaching academic vocabulary, outlined in the
Building Academic Vocabulary: Teacher’s Manual.
There is space to record more terms, and students
can add new information as their understanding
of the terms deepens and matures throughout the
year. Plus, teachers have more flexibility to assign
each of the five distinct sections of the notebook to
a different subject area. Supply each teacher in your program with the
teacher’s manual, and each student with this notebook, to implement a
comprehensive approach to teaching academic vocabulary.

109030 • $14.95

●
●

BUILDING ACADEMIC VOCABULARY:
Teacher’s Manual
Debra Pickering, Robert Marzano • 9781741700022

This Manual will help educators guide students
in using tools and activities that will deepen
their understanding of critical academic
vocabulary. It contains the following: A method
to help teachers and schools determine which
vocabulary terms are most essential for their
needs; a six-step process for direct instruction in
subject area vocabulary; and a ‘how to’ for using student notebooks.
Containg samples and blackline masters for a variety of games
and activities to reinforce and refine student understanding of the
academic terms and concepts they learn, as well as comprehensive
list of vocabulary terms, organised into eleven subject areas and four
year-level categories.
105153 • $27.95
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FROM INSPIRATION TO RED CARPET: Host Your Own Student Film Festival
Kim Lindskog, Christian Goodrich, William L Bass • 9781743302989

From Inspiration to Red Carpet: Host Your Own Student Film Festival is the perfect resource for teachers looking to improve their
students’ writing and digital literacy skills. The authors are technology integration specialists charged with helping teachers in
their district make technology a fundamental part of learning and teaching. They took note of students’ interest in digital media
outside of school and realised that video production was an excellent way to get students engaged and using technology in the
classroom. To make video production a part of the district culture, they developed the Parkway School Digital Film Festival. This
festival has since become a catalyst for innovation in the classroom.

IST2989 • $30.95

●
●

WHAT’S SO GREAT ABOUT ART, ANYWAY? A TEACHER’S ODYSSEY
Rachel Branham • 9781760560379

At the centre of this work is the author’s memoir as a young high school art teacher in the public school system. Through
engaging (and frequently funny) anecdotes centred on classroom life, mixed with discussions of education policy and reform,
readers explore teacher/student relationships, testing and accountability, 21st-century learning and the history and purpose of
art education. Branham’s personal narrative demonstrates why art education should be preserved as a core subject if students
are to understand the connection between creativity, critical thinking and other higher-order skills.

TCP0379 • $29.95

●
●

STUDIO THINKING 2: The Real Benefits of Visual Arts Education, Second Edition
Rachel Branham • 9781760010713

Studio Thinking 2 features new material, including the addition of Exhibitions as a fourth Studio Structure for Learning (along
with Demonstration-Lecture, Students-at-Work and Critique); explanation and examples of the dispositional elements of each
Habit, including skill, alertness (noticing appropriate times to put skills to use), and inclination (the drive of motivation to employ
skills); a chart aligning Habits to the English and Mathematics Common Core; descriptions of how the Framework has been used
inside and outside of schools in curriculum planning, teaching and assessments across arts and non-arts disciplines; and new
examples of student art.

TCP0713 • $32.95

●
●

POEM CENTRAL: Word Journeys with Readers and Writers
Shirley McPhillips • 9781760562809

In Poem Central, Shirley McPhillips helps us better understand the central role poetry can play in our personal loves and in the
life of our classrooms. She introduces us to professional poets, teachers and students - people of different ages and walks of life
- who are actively engaged in reading and making poems. Their stories and their work show us the power of poems to illuminate
the ordinary - to nurture, inspire and stand alongside us for the journey. Shirley has structured the book in short sections that are
easy to read and dip into. Each section has a specific focus, provides background knowledge, shows poets at work, highlights
information on crafting, defines poetic terms, features finished work, includes classroom examples and lists additional resources.

SHP2809 • $34.95

●

POETRY MENTOR TEXTS: Making Reading and Writing Connections, F-8
Lynne Dorfman, Rose Cappelli • 9781760560430

Written in a friendly, conversational tone, this practical book explores a variety of poetic forms, including poems that inspire
response, list poems, acrostic poems, persona poems and poems for two voices - versatile forms of poetry that can be used
in every year level. Each of these poetic form has its own chapter featuring five poems with applications for both reading and
writing classrooms. Poetry Mentor Texts helps teachers across the curriculum guide their students to become not only skilled
readers and writers but also more empathetic human beings.

SHP0430 • $42.95
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IN THE MIND’S EYE: Truth Versus Perception:
English Lessons for Gifted and Advanced Learners in Years 6–8
Emily Mofield, Tamra Stambaugh • 9781760017309

This book invites students on a philosophical exploration of the themes of truth and perception. The book is designed
specifically with gifted and high-achieving middle-years and early secondary school learners in mind. These concept-based
lessons are accelerated beyond typical year-level standards and include advanced models and organisers to help students
analyse a variety of texts. Students engage in activities such as Socratic seminars, literary analyses, skits and art projects, and
creative writing to understand differing perceptions of reality. Lessons include a major emphasis on rigorous evidence-based
discourse through the study of common themes and content-rich texts.

PRU7309 • $49.95

●
●

I, ME, YOU, WE: Individuality Versus Conformity: English Lessons for Gifted and Advanced Learners in
Years 6–8
Emily Mofield, Tamra Stambaugh • 9781760017330

In I, You, Me, We, students explore essential questions such as What are the consequences of conforming to a group? When
does social conformity go too far?” This unit, aligned to the Australian Curriculum, includes a major emphasis on rigorous
evidence-based discourse through the study of common themes across rich, challenging non-fiction and fictional texts. Guide
students to examine the fine line of individuality versus conformity through the related concepts of belongingness, community,
civil disobedience, self-reliance and questioning the status quo by engaging in creative activities, Socratic seminars, literary
analyses and debates.

PRU7330 • $42.95

●
●

DRAMATHEMES, FOURTH EDITION
Larry Swartz • 9781760016326

Dramathemes shows teachers simple, engaging strategies for exploring literacy in new, innovative ways. Literacy sources are
at the root of this amazing book that draws on picture books, novels, poetry, scripts and photographs as sources for effective
classroom instruction. Compelling strategies throughout Dramathemes are designed to enrich interactive possibilities amongst
learners in the English classroom. By reading, writing and talking both in role and out of role, students can develop and creatively
share their responses, their stories and their ideas. In this totally revised fourth edition, Larry Swartz digs deeply into the riches
of the past three editions and considers the experiences of English teachers who have used all versions of the book for almost
three decades.

PBP6326 • $34.95

●

DRAMATIC PLAY IN THE EARLY YEARS
Elizabeth Coffman • 9781760016869

This book focuses on dramatic play as a natural response to learning. This book argues that dramatic play is not theatre but
a dynamic process that involves planning, playing and practice. It shows teachers how to involve young students in play
where they become the story and live the life of the characters or animals, bump up against issues and better appreciate the
complexities of the human journey. Rooted in classroom experience, this valuable resource offers a variety of effective ways in
which children can be encouraged to incorporate voice, characterisation, movement, stillness, concentration and listening for
more expressive play.

PBP6869 • $34.95

●
●

THIS BOOK IS NOT ABOUT DRAMA IT’S ABOUT NEW WAYS TO INSPIRE STUDENTS
Bob Barton, Myra Barrs, David Booth • 9781760017712

This book explores issues around storytelling, writing and imagination and shows teachers how to be effective observers and
support the deeper meaning that comes from working inside and outside the text. This authoritative resource is full of simple
strategies and texts that have been chosen for their ability to engage students, get them out of chairs and let them learn actively
and socially. The strategies begin with simple games and evolve into more complex learning opportunities. This remarkable
book shows teachers how to inspire students to experience, reflect on and express their ideas and feelings with confidence.

PBP7712 • $29.95
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PRICE

24

PRU4346

12

SHP7415

10 Projects for the PBL Classroom:
English
10 Things Every Writer Needs to Know

26

PBP6685

100 Minutes:

$34.95

37

NL5218

$19.95

43

117022

4

SOT2687

21

SOT2847

5

SOT4749

12

SHP6838

4

115002

4

114008

14

SHP7828

43

605169

100+ Essential Activities for Sight Words
101 Strategies to Make Academic
Vocabulary Stick
200+ Proven Strategies for Teaching
Reading, Grades K-8
30 Strategies to Build Literacy Skills
40 Reading Intervention Strategies for
Prep-6 Students
59 Reasons to Write
A Close Look at Close Reading, Grades
6-12
A Close Look at Close Reading, Grades
K-5
A Place for Wonder
A Six-Step Process For Teaching
Vocabulary DVD
A Teacher's Guide to Using the Common
Core State Standards With Gifted and
Advanced Learners in the English
Language Arts
Achieving Next Generation Literacy
Advanced Reading Instruction in the
Middle Years: A Novel Approach
Adventures in Graphica, 2-6

24

PRU3535

21

116023

4

PRU8870

39

SHP6739

34

NST8986

20

SHP7835

33

HB7392

13

INA2458

8

SF115065

42

SF114047

Animals Two by Two: I Wonder Why (F-3)
Apprenticeship in Literacy, Second
Edition, F-4
Are Humans Wild at Heart?
Argue Well, Write Well
ASCD Arias Publication: The Power of
Extreme Writing
ASCD Arias Publication: Vocab Rehab

PRU4198

24

PRU4204

30

PRU9396

27

SHP8009

28

114004

7

QRG117046

Close Reading Fundamentals Quick
Reference Guide

$19.95

2

TCR7644

Close Reading Practice Year 2

$21.95

2

TCR7651

Close Reading Practice Year 3

$21.95

2

TCR7668

Close Reading Practice Year 4

$21.95

2

TCR7675

Close Reading Practice Year 5

$21.95

2

TCR7682

$21.95

1

TCR4520

1

TCR4537

1

TCR4544

1

TCR4551

$35.95

1

TCR4568

$15.00

8

SHP2786

$15.00

34

NST3698

23

SOT3375

28

SOT0435

17

115006

2

TCR4575

2

TCR4582

2

TCR4599

2

TCR4605

2

TCR4612

2, 6

TCR4629

2

TCR4636

$39.95

9

SHP2779

Close Reading Practice Year 6
Close Reading with Text-Dependent
Questions, Year 2
Close Reading with Text-Dependent
Questions, Year 3
Close Reading with Text-Dependent
Questions, Year 4
Close Reading with Text-Dependent
Questions, Year 5
Close Reading with Text-Dependent
Questions, Year 6
Close Writing
Clouds, Rain, Clouds Again: I Wonder
Why (F-6)
Collaborative Teacher Literacy Teams, K-6
Common Language Assessment for
English Learners
Complex Text Decoded: How to Design
Lessons and Use Strategies That Target
Authentic Texts
Comprehending Text Using Literal,
Inferential & Applied Questioning, Year 1
Comprehending Text Using Literal,
Inferential & Applied Questioning, Year 2
Comprehending Text Using Literal,
Inferential & Applied Questioning, Year 3
Comprehending Text Using Literal,
Inferential & Applied Questioning, Year 4
Comprehending Text Using Literal,
Inferential & Applied Questioning, Year 5
Comprehending Text Using Literal,
Inferential & Applied Questioning, Year 6
Comprehending Text Using Literal,
Inferential & Applied Questioning, Year
7-8
Conferring with Young Writers

PRU4407

Connections (Introductory)
Contemporary Perspectives on Literacy
Series (Set of 4)
Contemporary Perspectives on Literacy:
Leading the New Literacies
Craft Lessons, Second Edition: Teaching
Writing F-8

$24.95

$41.25
$32.95
$49.95
$39.95
$42.95
$36.95
$35.95
$165.00

$49.95
$35.95
$42.95
$39.95
$15.00
$39.95
$35.95

Assessing Writing, Teaching Writers

$39.95
$34.95

38

PBP7583

23

PBP2953

Assessment in Perspective
Attention-Grabbing Tools for Involving
Parents in Their Children's Learning
Balanced Literacy Essentials

27

PBP2984

$29.95

26

TCP6567

29

SHP6593

Ban the Book Report
Be That Teacher! Breaking the Cycle for
Struggling Readers
Becoming a Literacy Leader

6

SHP7842

Beyond Levelled Books, Second Edition

$35.95

12

SHP7453

Beyond the Five-Paragraph Essay

$34.95

12

SHP7958

$35.95

43

109030

Boy Writers: Reclaiming Their Voices
Building Academic Vocabulary Student
Notebook, Revised Edition
Building Academic Vocabulary: Teacher's
Manual
Building Literacy Piece by Piece Quick
Reference Guide
Can We Skip Lunch and Keep Writing?,
Years 3-8
Caring Hearts & Critical Minds

11

SHP7965

20

SHP7972

$29.95
$29.95

$35.95
$35.95

$14.95
$27.95
$15.00
$35.95

3

SHP7989

Catching Readers Before They Fall, F-4

$29.95

17

33

PBP2960

Caught in the Middle

$29.95

25

SOT1200

29

SHP7996

Celebrating Writers

$29.95
31

SOT1260

10

SHP8030

46

Challenging Australian Curriculum:
English Lessons: Activities and
Extensions for Gifted and Advanced
Learners in Year 3
Challenging Australian Curriculum:
English Lessons: Activities and
Extensions for Gifted and Advanced
Learners in Year 4
Challenging Australian Curriculum:
English Lessons: Activities and
Extensions for Gifted and Advanced
Learners in Year 5
Challenging Units for Gifted Learners,
English
Choice Words
Classroom Instruction That Works With
English Language Learners, 2nd Edition

PRICE

24
$32.95

TCP3325

LSM1260

TITLE

PRU4181

SHP6791

31

CODE

24

$39.95

27

105153

PG

$32.95

8

43
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$49.95

$49.95

$49.95

$32.95
$19.95
$32.95

$35.95
$35.95
$35.95
$35.95
$35.95
$39.95
$15.00
$35.95
$32.95
$35.95
$35.95
$35.95
$35.95
$35.95
$35.95
$35.95
$35.95
$32.95

$99.00
$32.95
$34.95
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9

SHP0270

25

PRU7286

Craft Moves
Creative Curriculum Extenders:
Differentiated Projects for the English
Classroom, Years 3-5
Critical Thinking: Readings in Nonﬁction,
High School
Critical Thinking: Readings in Nonﬁction,
Middle Years
Cultural Literacy for the Common Core

14

WAL0138

14

WAL0145

30

SOT2076

34

NST9136

26

SOT5794

PRICE

$39.95
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PG

CODE

TITLE

34

NST2233

How Tall Was Milton? I Wonder Why (F-6)

$15.00

41

INA2441

$24.95

4

INA2502

17

SHP8085

How to Teach Academic Vocabulary
How To Teach Reading When You're Not
A Reading Teacher, Revised Edition
I Read It, but I Don't Get It

33

SHP8085

38

SHP8092

45
13

$29.95
$32.95
$32.95
$48.40
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PRICE

$24.95
$34.95
$34.95

PRU7330

I Read It, but I Don't Get It
I See What You Mean, Second Edition:
Visual Literacy, F-8
I, Me, You, We

INA2366

I've Got It! English Language Skills

$19.95

23

INA2380

I've Got It! Reading & Literature

$19.95

4

SHP8108

Igniting a Passion for Reading

$32.95

4

SHP8115

In Defence of Read-Aloud

$32.95

20

SHP8122

In the Best Interest of Students

$35.95

45

PRU7309

$49.95

$38.95
$42.95

26

PRU7342

29

PRU9426

Dark as a Shadow: I Wonder Why (F-6)
$15.00
Deep Discourse [DVD/CD/Facilitator’s
$195.95
Guide]
Deeper Reading, 4-12
$34.95
Differentiating Instruction With Menus:
$29.95
English for Years 3-6, Second Edition
Differentiation That Really Works: English $29.95

6

SHP5213

Do I Really Have to Teach Reading?

$32.95

20

SHP6746

Doing Literary Criticism

$39.95

32

TCP3276

Don't Leave the Story in the Book

$35.95

42

SHP6401

In the Mind's Eye
Independent Reading Inside the Box,
2nd Edition
Inside Words

37

TCM2762

$32.95

20

PRU7217

Interactions in Ecology and Literature

$55.95

11

SHP9188

$39.95

18

PRU6906

18

PRU6890

19

PRU3573

19

PRU3603

19

PRU3610

19

PRU6913

19

PRU6920

19

PRU6937

19

PRU6937

19

PRU6944

19

PRU6951

19

PRU6968

19

PRU6999

19

PRU7026

Interactive Writing, Pre-F-5
Jacob's Ladder Gifted Reading
Comprehension Program: Early Primary
Years, 1-2
Jacob's Ladder Gifted Reading
Comprehension Program: Early Primary
Years, F-1
Jacob's Ladder Gifted Reading
Comprehension Program: Nonﬁction
Year 3
Jacob's Ladder Gifted Reading
Comprehension Program: Nonﬁction
Year 4
Jacob's Ladder Gifted Reading
Comprehension Program: Nonﬁction
Year 5
Jacob's Ladder Gifted Reading
Comprehension Program: Primary Years,
2-3
Jacob's Ladder Gifted Reading
Comprehension Program: Primary Years,
4-5
Jacob's Ladder Gifted Reading
Comprehension Program: Primary Years,
5-6
Jacob's Ladder Gifted Reading
Comprehension Program: Primary Years,
5-6
Jacob's Ladder Gifted Reading
Comprehension Program: Secondary
Years, 7-8
Jacob's Ladder Gifted Reading
Comprehension Program: Secondary
Years, 8-9
Jacob's Ladder Gifted Reading
Comprehension Program: Student
Workbook Years 2-3
Jacob's Ladder Gifted Reading
Comprehension Program: Student
Workbook Years 4-5
Jacob's Ladder Gifted Reading
Comprehension Program: Student
Workbook Years 5-6
Journey to Literacy
Keepin’ It Real
Know the Lingo! Mastering
Academic Vocabulary - Year 2

$34.95

3, 16 SHP8047

37

TCM2761

37

TCM2667

Dr. Fry's Phonics Charts
Dr. Fry's Phonics Patterns - Onset and
Rime Word Lists
Dr. Fry's Pre-Phonics Tests

45

PBP6326

Dramathemes, Fourth Edition

$34.95

45

PBP6869

$34.95

40

INA2595

41

INA2618

13

INA2588

26

113021

34

NST2240

32

TCP0386

Dramatic Play in the Early Years
Energising Smart Starters - Grammar
and Punctuation
Energising Smart Starters - Vocabulary
Energising Smart Starters - Writing
Prompts
Engaging Minds in English Language
Arts Classrooms
Environments of Our Earth: I Wonder
Why (F-6)
Every Young Child a Reader

40

SHP6470

41

QRG117052

3
24
34

NST1116

Fragrant as a Flower: I Wonder Why (F-3)

$15.00

44

IST2989

From Inspiration to Red Carpet

$30.95

38

SOT1420

From Pencils to Podcasts:

$48.40

25

PRU7408

$24.95

39

PBP7804

12

TCP0010

Genius Hour
Get Graphic! Using Storyboards to Write
and Draw Picture Books, Graphic Novels,
or Comic Strips
Go Be a Writer!

$21.95
$29.95

5, 17 PBP7620

$15.95
$15.95
$15.95
$16.95
$15.00
$35.95
$35.95

PBP6296

Everyday Editing
Everyday Vocabulary Strategies Quick
Reference Guide
Exploding the Reading

IST7521

Flipped Learning for English Instruction

$19.95

$19.95
$34.95

$29.95
$65.95

40

SHP8061

Grammar Matters, K-6

$36.95

6

INA2656

Graphic Organisers for Reading

$35.95

8

INA2663

Graphic Organisers for Writing

$35.95

16

SHP6579

Growing Independent Learners, K-3

$69.95

4

SHP8078

Growing Readers

$36.95

17

PBP6722

Guided Listening

$34.95

4

PBP7613

$29.95

7

PBP8474

34

NST3742

34

NST3421

Guiding Readers
How Do I Get Them to Write? Explore
the Reading-Writing Connection Using
Freewriting and Mentor Texts to Motivate
and Empower Students
How Does a Plant Grow? I Wonder Why
(F-6)
How Does the Wind Blow? I Wonder Why (F-6)

$32.95

32

PBP7637

$15.00

38

PBP6715

$15.00

41

TCR7699

QTY

$29.95
$45.95

$24.95

$24.95

$29.95

$29.95

$29.95

$29.95

$29.95

$29.95

$29.95

$39.95

$39.95

$15.00

$15.00

$15.00
$29.95

$24.95
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HB9945

15

HB4292

15

HB6001

$24.95

15

HB6654

$24.95

15

HB1463
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PRICE

41

TCR7729

41

TCR7736

40

HB3158

Know the Lingo! Mastering
Academic Vocabulary - Year 3
Know the Lingo! Mastering
Academic Vocabulary - Year4
Know the Lingo! Mastering
Academic Vocabulary - Year5
Know the Lingo! Mastering
Academic Vocabulary - Year6
Learning to Love Grammar

$35.95

15

HB6647

33

SHP6708

Less Is More - Grades 6-12

$39.95

15

HB6678

My Job Rules! Bank Manager (Set of 5)
My Job Rules! Children's Librarian (Set
of 5)
My Job Rules! Complete Set
My Job Rules! Equine Service Provider
(Set of 5)
My Job Rules! Hairdresser (Set of 5)
My Job Rules! Kindergarten Teacher
(Set of 5)
My Job Rules! Optometrist (Set of 5)

21

SHP8146

Let's Find Out!

$43.95

15

HB6661

My Job Rules! Web Designer (Set of 5)

$50.00

3

TCR7743

Let's Get This Day Started Year 1

$24.95

15

HB0169

My Job Rules! Zookeeper (Set of 5)

$50.00

3

TCR7750

Let's Get This Day Started Year 2

$24.95

35

NST1031

Next Time You See a Cloud

$19.95

3

TCR7767

Let's Get This Day Started Year 3

$24.95

35

NST6446

Next Time You See a Fireﬂy

$19.95

3

TCR7774

Let's Get This Day Started Year 4

$24.95

35

NST6125

Next Time You See a Maple Seed

$19.95

3

TCR7781

Let's Get This Day Started ear 5

$24.95

35

NST6392

Next Time You See a Seashell

$19.95

3

TCR7798

Let's Get This Day Started Year 6

$24.95

35

NST6149

Next Time You See a Slater

$19.95

10

SHP8153

Let's Talk

$27.95

35

NST8979

Next Time You See a Spider Web

$19.95

21

SHP7439

Life's Literacy Lessons

$25.95

35

NST6361

Next Time You See a Sunset

$19.95

34

NST9143

Light and Colour: I Wonder Why (F-6)

$15.00

35

NST9167

Next Time You See the Moon

$19.95

21

PBP2939

Literacy 101

$29.95

14

SHP0300

Nonﬁction Craft Lessons, F-8

$29.95

13

SOT7184

Literacy 2.0

$32.95

14

PBP6883

Nonﬁction Reading Power

$34.95

22

SHP6753

Literacy Essentials
Literacy Look-Fors: An Observation
Protocol to Guide P-6 Classroom
Walkthroughs
Literacy Out Loud: Creating Vibrant
Classrooms Where “Talk” Is the Springboard for All Learning

$65.00

14

PBP6364

Nonﬁction Writing Power

$34.95

9

SHP1413

Notebook Know-How

$29.95

22

SHP6425

On the Same Page

$39.95

21

SHP0263

Opening Minds

$19.95

34

NST9006

Our Very Own Tree: I Wonder Why (F-3)

$15.00

13

SHP6748

$75.00

Literacy Smarts
Literacy Strategies for English Learners
in Core Content Secondary Classrooms
Literacy Unleashed

$29.95
36

CA126891

36

CA12690

36

CA126899

36

CA126909

41

TCR7705

41

TCR7712

30

21

SOT1755

PBP8481

$24.95
$24.95

$32.95

$32.95

$50.00
$50.00
$100.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00

38

PBP7651

28

SOT1703

6

116042

14

TCP2090

Literary Conversations in the Classroom

$39.95

25

PRU4452

Literature Activities Teens Actually Love

$21.95

5

SHP6067

Literature Circles, 2nd Edition

$39.95

34

NST1185

Look and See: I Wonder Why (F-3)

$15.00

34

NST8993

Looking for Animals: I Wonder Why (F-3)

$15.00

36

CA126919

24

CRH6470

Making Every English Lesson Count

$37.95

37

4214

Patterns of Power, Grades 1-6
Phonics for Reading Student Book First
Level
Phonics for Reading Student Book
Second Level (Set of 5)
Phonics for Reading Teacher Guide First
Level
Phonics for Reading Teacher Guide
Second Level
Phonics for Reading Teacher Guide Third
Level
Phonics Games and Learning Activities

14

SHP7729

Making Nonﬁction from Scratch

$29.95

44

SHP2809

Poem Central

$34.95

16

SHP4032

Making Sense
Marvelous Minilessons for Teaching
Nonﬁction Writing, K-3
Mastering Complex Text Using Multiple
Reading Sources, Year 3
Mastering Complex Text Using Multiple
Reading Sources, Year 4
Mastering Complex Text Using Multiple
Reading Sources, Year 5
Mastering Complex Text Using Multiple
Reading Sources, Year 6
Mastering Complex Text Using Multiple
Reading Sources, Year 7
Mechanically Inclined
Mentor Texts, Second Edition: Teaching
Writing Through Children’s Literature,
K-6
Michael's Racing Machine: I Wonder
Why (F-6)
More Tools for Teaching Content Literacy
My Job Rules! Aircraft Maintenance
Engineer (Set of 5)

$29.95

44

SHP0430

Poetry Mentor Texts, F-8

$32.95

$29.95

33

SOT3483

Power Tools for Adolescent Literacy

$39.95

20

PBP8504

Powerful Understanding

$32.95

$35.95

7

SHP6906

Preventing Misguided Reading

$39.95

$35.95

8

TCR4810

Project-Based Writing: Middle Years

$35.95

8

TCR4780

Project-Based Writing: Year 3

$35.95

8

TCR4797

Project-Based Writing: Year 4

$35.95

8

TCR4803

Project-Based Writing: Year 5

$35.95

12

SHP0294

$29.95

24

QRG117054

3

TCR7811

34

NST1192

26

PBP8511

22

113016

Pyrotechnics on the Page
Questioning Strategies to Activate
Student Thinking (Quick Reference
Guide)
Quick Flip Guide to Close Reading &
Text-dependent Questions
Quiet as a Butterﬂy: I Wonder Why (F-3)
Reaching & Teaching Them All: Making
Quick and Lasting
Connections with Every Student in Your
Classroom
Read, Write, Lead

14

PBP7743

1

TCR4735

1

TCR4742

1

TCR4759

1

TCR4766

1

TCR4773

40

SHP6463

7

SHP3950

34

NST9150

22

SHP6395

15

HB6630

48

$41.25
$39.95

$35.95
$35.95
$35.95
$39.95
$39.95
$15.00
$25.95
$50.00

$35.95
$125.00
$25.95
$25.95
$25.95
$39.50

$19.95
$21.95
$15.00
$32.95
$39.95

QTY

PRICE LIST
For Sample pages and to Order Online www.hbe.com.au

PRICE

● Primary
● Secondary

PG

CODE

TITLE

PG

CODE

TITLE

20

SHP4094

Readers Front and Centre

$29.95

23

SHP0317

Teaching Globally

$39.95

40

EYE0480

$42.95

39

PRU4445

5

112024

QTY

PRICE

13

SHP2793

Readers Writing

$32.95

3

PBP2991

$15.95

$35.95

16

TCP1376

29

SOT2318

21

SHP6920

28

SOT3230

5

IST5435

$29.95

31

LSM1239

$24.95

9

SHP0287

Teaching Grammar: What Really Works
Teaching Graphic Novels in the
Classroom
Teaching Reading in the Content Areas,
3rd Edition
Teaching Skills for Complex Text
Teaching Students to Read Like
Detectives
Teaching the Best Practice Way: Methods
That Matter, K-12
Teaching Your Secondary ELLs the
Academic Language of Tests
Technology, Reading & Digital Literacy
The 7 Thinking Hats of Skilled Readers
Quick Reference Guide
The Author's Apprentice

10

114010

The Better Writing Breakthrough

$39.95

27

SHP3684

$39.95

4

SHP4100

Reading in the Real World
Reading Power, Revised & Expanded
Edition
Reading Wellness

16

SHP3769

Reading With Meaning, Second Edition

32

PBP3219

Reading, Writing, Playing, Learning

$29.95

30

PBP7675

Ready to Learn

$29.95

32

TCP0027

Revitalising Read Alouds, Pre-F-2

$35.95

9

TCP8974

$39.95

6

TCR4827

6

TCR4834

6

TCR4841

5, 17 PBP9969

$29.95
$35.95

$32.95
$37.95
$35.95
$27.95
$32.95

6

TCR4858

ReWRITING the Basics
Rigorous Reading: An In-Depth Guide for
Any Novel, Years 3-6
Rigorous Reading: An In-Depth Guide for
Any Novel, Years 6-Up
Rigorous Reading: Because of WinnDixie
Rigorous Reading: Bud, Not Buddy

6

TCR4865

Rigorous Reading: Charlotte's Web

$24.95

6

TCR7873

Rigorous Reading: Esperanza Rising

$24.95

11

AML3059

6

TCR4872

Rigorous Reading: Hatchet

$24.95

30

SHP6517

The CAFE Book
The Collected Writings (so far) of Rick
Wormeli
The Construction Zone

6

TCR4889

$24.95

27

SHP3721

The Daily 5, Second Edition

$39.95

6

TCR4919

$24.95

38

PBP6340

TCR4896

$24.95

4

LSM4490

6

TCR7880

Rigorous Reading: The Crossover

$24.95

4

TCP8924

6

TCR4902

$24.95

4

SOT8689

6

TCR7897

6

TCR4933

Rigorous Reading: The Giver
Rigorous Reading: The Watsons Go to
Birmingham - 1963
Rigorous Reading: To Kill A Mockingbird

8

SOT7521

6

TCR4940

$24.95

14

TCP5183

5

SOT1854

29

SOT1833

NST9181

34

NST9013

42

TCP0355

The Right to Be Literate
The Tree by Diane's House: I Wonder Why
(F-3)
The Vocabulary Book, Second Edition

$41.25

34
21

TCP9273

13

PBP4711

The Write Beginning

$32.95

39

IST2996

21

SHP2816

Rigorous Reading: Wonder
RTI & Differentiated Reading in the P-8
Classroom
Rubber vs. Glass: I Wonder Why (F-6)
Schools of Promise for Multilingual Students: Transforming Literacies, Learning,
and Lives
Serious Comix
Starting Strong: Evidence-Based Early
Literacy Practices
Sharing the Blue Crayon

The Digital Principal
The FIVES Strategy for Reading
Comprehension
The Fluency Factor
The New Art and Science of Teaching
Reading
The New Art and Science of Teaching
Writing
The Power of Scriptwriting!

$34.95

6

Rigorous Reading: Holes
Rigorous Reading: Island of the Blue
Dolphins
Rigorous Reading: Number the Stars

32

SHP4186

$29.95

$24.95

$24.95
$24.95

$32.95
$15.00
$42.95

$37.95
$27.95
$15.00
$39.95

$37.95
$39.95

$35.95
$39.95
$45.95
$42.95
$34.95

$15.00
$35.95

13

PBP6760

The Write Genre

$32.95

$35.95

10

PBP3028

The Write Voice

$29.95

$39.95

10

SHP2762

The Writing Thief

$39.95

26

SHP6456

There's Room for Me Here

$39.95

33

SHP6456

$39.95

20

TCP8658

$35.95

$29.95

$15.00

NST2257

Shifting to Common Core Literacy
Sounds Are High, Sounds Are Low: I
Wonder Why (F-6)
Spenser and the Rocks: I Wonder Why (F-6)

$15.00

45

PBP7712

SHP9195

Still Learning to Read

$32.95

23

PBP7750

There's Room for Me Here
Thinking Tools for Young Readers and
Writers
This book is not about drama— it's
about new ways to inspire students
This Is a Great Book

23

SHP6586

$35.95

22

SHP7781

To Look Closely

25

SHP3943

$49.95

43

SHP6388

Tools for Teaching Academic Vocabulary

$25.95

22

SHP6418

Tools for Teaching Content Literacy

$25.95

$32.95

11

114051

Tools for Teaching Writing

$43.95

23

114009

Total Literacy Techniques

$32.95

31

SOT1826

34

NST9198

34
5

5

PBP6371

Story
Strategies That Work, Third Edition,
Grades K-8
Struggling Readers

44

TCP0713

Studio Thinking 2, Second Edition

41

SHP5725

10

TCP3332

33

SHP6821

17

SHP4063

31

SOT2052

20

TCP0003

7

SHP6913

$48.40

$34.95

Super Spellers
T"They're All Writers" Teaching Peer
Tutoring in the Elementary Writing Center
Teaching Adolescent Writers

$49.95

Teaching Arguments
Teaching Common Core English
Language Arts Standards
Teaching Disciplinary Literacy

$35.95

Teaching for Deep Comprehension: A
Reading Workshop Approach

$37.95
$29.95
$29.95

5

SOT1499

Turning the Page on Complex Texts

$48.40

$43.95

34

NST6071

$15.00

$39.95

39

TCR5845

5

SOT1925

Up, Up in a Balloon: I Wonder Why (F-6)
Using Graphic Novels in the Classroom,
Grades 4-8
Using Technology to Enhance Reading

8

SOT2083

24

PRU4235

$48.40
$45.95
$39.95

Using Technology to Enhance Writing
Using the Common Core State Standards
for English Language Arts With Gifted
and Advanced Learners

QTY

$19.95
$52.25
$52.25
$24.95
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PG

CODE

TITLE

PRICE

PG

CODE

TITLE

43

SHP6531

Vocabularians

$39.95

41

EYE0497

Vocabulary at the Centre

$42.95

42

EYE0249

Vocabulary at the Core

$32.95

22, 28 PBP3066

What's So Great About Art, Anyway? A
Teacher's Odyssey
Whatever Happened to Language Arts?

$39.95

9

SHP3301

When Writers Drive the Workshop

$32.95

SHP6852

$34.95

43

MRL1222

PRICE

● Primary
● Secondary

Vocabulary for the Common Core

QTY

44

TCP0379

$29.95
$29.95

43

MRL6217

Vocabulary Games for the Classroom

$40.00

42

42

SOT5497

$45.95

42

TCP0058

7

SHP3974

Vocabulary in a SNAP
We Can Do This! Student Mentor Texts
That Teach and Inspire
What Can an Animal Do? I Wonder Why
(F-6)
What Does an Animal Eat? I Wonder
Why (F-6)
What Every Primary Teacher Needs
to Know About Reading Tests (From
Someone Who Has Written Them)
What Every Secondary School Teacher
Needs to Know About Reading Tests
(From Someone Who Has Written Them)
What Makes Different Sounds? I Wonder
Why (F-6)
What's Next for This Beginning Writer?
Revised Edition

$29.95

42

SHP6449

Word Nerds
Word Study in the Inclusive Secondary
Classroom
Words, Words, Words

11

SHP6555

Worth Writing About

$35.95

13

SHP6814

Write Like This

$39.95

40

HB3295

Writing Essentials

$35.95

8

TCP0737

Writing Instruction That Works

$39.95

13

PBP9976

Writing Power

$29.95

5

SHP6432

Yellow Brick Roads

$39.95

33

TCP0348

$35.95

27

SOT1885

$32.95

16

TCP0041

You Gotta BE the Book, Third Edition
You've Got to Reach Them to Teach
Them
Young Meaning Makers, Grades K-2

41

INA2410

Zip-Around Vocabulary Games

$35.95

34
34
3

NST8721
NST6057
SHP6777

3

SHP6784

34

NST8929

11

PBP3011

$15.00
$15.00
$39.95

$39.95
$15.00
$29.95

QTY

$35.95
$32.95

$42.95

TOTAL (plus freight)

ORDER FORM

Attention ............................................. Order Number ..............................

TERMS OF TRADE
• Prices are quoted in Australian dollars ($AUD) and include GST

Name of School .........................................................................................

• All prices are subject to change without notice.

Address .....................................................................................................

• For New Zealand customers, at the time of invoice, we will convert the amount into
New Zealand dollars ($NZD) so that you can pay by credit card in New Zealand
dollars ($NZD).

.......................................... State ....................P/Code .............................

• Full money-back guarantee.

Country .....................................................................................................

• We do realise it is difﬁcult to order sight unseen. To assist you in your selection,
please visit our website <www.hbe.com.au>. Go to ‘Browse Books’ and most
titles will give you the option to view the ﬁrst few pages of the book. Click ‘View
Contents’ on your selected book page.

Email: .........................................................................................................
Yes I would like to receive email communications about products and offerings
from Hawker Brownlow Education. I understand that I can unsubscribe at any time.

• We will supply our books on approval, and if they do not suit your requirements we
will accept undamaged returns for full credit or refund. Posters are for ﬁrm sale only
and will not be sent on approval. Please be aware that delivery and return postage
is the responsibility of the customer.
• Freight costs are determined at Australia Post rates, with a minimum delivery
charge of $9.50 within Australia and $15.00 for New Zealand for each order.

INVOICE
❍ Please invoice school/institution (official purchase order must be supplied)
Purchase order number: ______________________________________________
CREDIT CARD
❍ School/organisation credit card ❍ Personal credit card
❍ Visa ❍ Mastercard ❍ Amex (4% surcharge)

• Please provide your street address for delivery purposes.

TO CONTACT OUR SALES REP
VIC contact reception on 03 8558 2444 or orders@hbe.com.au
QLD contact Karen Hofmann on 0439 889 190 or qld1@hbe.com.au

Card number:
ONLINE ‘ON ACCOUNT’ ORDERING NOW AVAILABLE!

Amount: $ ________ Expiry date: _____ CVV: _____

If you have a pre-existing account with Hawker Brownlow Education,
you can now order online and pay using that account.

Signature: ___________________________________________________________
CHEQUE
❍ Cheque – Make cheque payable to Hawker Brownlow Education

P.O. Box 580, Moorabbin, Victoria 3189, Australia
Phone: 03 8558 2444 | Fax: 03 8558 2400
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